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ABSTRACT

We analyze residuals from the Tully-Fisher relation for the emission-line galaxies in the Nearby Field Gal-
axy Survey, a broadly representative survey designed to fairly sample the variety of galaxy morphologies and
environments in the local universe for luminosities from MB ¼ �15 to �23. For a subsample consisting of
the spiral galaxies brighter than Mi

R ¼ �18, we find strong correlations between Tully-Fisher residuals and
both B�R color and EW(H�). The extremes of the correlations are populated by Sa galaxies, which show
consistently red colors, and spiral galaxies with morphological peculiarities, which are often blue. If we apply
an EW(H�)-dependent or B�R color-dependent correction term to the Tully-Fisher relation, the scatter in
the relation no longer increases from R to B to U but instead drops to a nearly constant level in all bands,
close to the scatter we expect from measurement errors. We argue that these results probably reflect corre-
lated offsets in luminosity and color as a function of star formation history. Broadening the sample in mor-
phology and luminosity, we find that most nonspiral galaxies brighter than Mi

R ¼ �18 follow the same
correlations between Tully-Fisher residuals and B�R color and EW(H�) as do spirals, albeit with greater
scatter. However, the color and EW(H�) correlations do not apply to galaxies fainter than Mi

R ¼ �18 or to
emission-line S0 galaxies with anomalous gas kinematics. For the dwarf galaxy population, the parameters
controlling Tully-Fisher residuals are instead related to the degree of recent evolutionary disturbance: overlu-
minous dwarfs have higher rotation curve asymmetries, brighter U-band effective surface brightnesses, and
shorter gas consumption timescales than their underluminous counterparts. As a result, sample selection
strongly affects the measured faint-end slope of the Tully-Fisher relation, and a sample limited to include only
passively evolving, rotationally supported galaxies displays a break toward steeper slope at low luminosities.

Key words: distance scale — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: fundamental parameters —
galaxies: general — galaxies: interactions — galaxies: kinematics and dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

The tight correlation between luminosity and rotation
velocity for spiral galaxies, a.k.a. the Tully-Fisher (TF) rela-
tion (Tully & Fisher 1977), has motivated dozens of studies
over the years. In pursuit of the best possible distance indi-
cator, most TF analyses have been carried out in red or
infrared passbands (see reviews by Strauss & Willick 1995;
Jacoby et al. 1992), which offer lower scatter than bluer
passbands. However, recent theoretical work has empha-
sized the value of studying TF scatter for its own sake, as
this scatter holds fundamental clues to the formation and
evolution of galaxies (e.g., Buchalter, Jimenez, & Kamion-
kowski 2001; Elizondo et al. 1999; Eisenstein & Loeb 1996).
Observations in bluer passbands are extremely useful for
understanding TF scatter because the scatter arising from
recent star formation, differences in stellar populations, and
the spread in formation redshifts is most visible in the blue.

Physical scatter in the TF relation can come from three
sources: (1) variations in the stellar mass-to-light ratio, (2)
variations in the stellar mass fraction (stellar to total mass
ratio), and (3) differences in how the observed velocity width

relates to the total mass. By identifying physical scatter from
any one of these sources, we limit the contributions of the
other two, simultaneously gaining insight into the star for-
mation histories of galaxies, the relationship between visible
galaxies and dark matter halos, and the dynamics and struc-
ture of galaxy disks.

A better understanding of the sources of TF scatter may
also minimize uncertainties in other types of TF analyses.
For example, if TF slope varies with environment, or if gal-
axies with different colors define different TF zero points,
then a cluster TF relation calibrated with a small set of gal-
axies that have Cepheid distances may not be universal
(e.g., as in Tully & Pierce 2000; Sakai et al. 2000). Correcting
for these systematics could reduce scatter and improve the
TF relation as a distance indicator. Calibrating zero-point
shifts as a function of color and emission-line strength could
also aid in the interpretation of evidence for luminosity evo-
lution in the intermediate-redshift TF relation (Simard &
Pritchet 1998; Vogt et al. 1997; see also Kannappan, Fabri-
cant, & Franx 2002b).

Here we use a well-defined sample of emission-line gal-
axies drawn from the 196 galaxy Nearby Field Galaxy Sur-
vey (NFGS; Jansen et al. 2000a; Kannappan 2001) to
examine how offsets from the U-, B-, and R-band TF rela-
tions depend upon the physical properties of galaxies. While
previous TF studies have often included hundreds or thou-
sands of galaxies (e.g., Aaronson et al. 1982; Pierce & Tully
1992; Mathewson, Ford, & Buchhorn 1992, hereafter MFB;
Willick et al. 1996; Giovanelli et al. 1997a; Courteau 1997;
Sakai et al. 2000; Tully & Pierce 2000), none of these data
sets have both the broadly representative sample demo-
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graphics and the wide array of supporting data of the NFGS
(x 2). Thus, despite its modest size, the present survey offers
unique advantages for studying scatter in the TF relation.

The bulk of this paper analyzes a sample of NFGS gal-
axies consisting of �70 Sa–Sd spiral galaxies brighter than
Mi

R ¼ �18. This spiral sample allows us to investigate the
behavior of galaxies often excluded from the TF relation: Sa
galaxies and galaxies with peculiarities such as warps, multi-
ple nuclei, or interacting companions. Ultimately, we
seek to fit these galaxies into a unified picture, in which we
understand TF residuals in terms of continuous physical
properties. To this end we undertake a detailed analysis
of third-parameter correlations with TF residuals, and we
attempt to form a physical understanding of TF scatter.

The remainder of the paper draws from the full NFGS to
define an extended sample of �110 galaxies including very
late types, emission-line E/S0 galaxies, and faint dwarfs.
The extended sample allows us to search for physical drivers
of TF scatter in a heterogeneous population. The only other
comparable TF sample is the �40 galaxy Ursa Major sam-
ple of Verheijen & Sancisi (2001, hereafter VS), which was
drawn from a restricted environment. The Virgo and For-
nax Cluster samples of Yasuda, Fukugita, & Okamura
(1997) and Bureau, Mould, & Staveley-Smith (1996) apply
morphology restrictions that exclude irregular or interact-
ing galaxies. Although some intermediate-redshift TF anal-
yses have included a wide range of morphologies (Rix et al.
1997; Forbes et al. 1996; Simard & Pritchet 1998), these
studies nonetheless favor a select population: typically,
moderately bright blue galaxies with strong emission and
high surface brightness. And although the samples studied
by Pierini & Tuffs (1999) and McGaugh et al. (2000) both
span large ranges in luminosity, the former study is
restricted by Hubble type and evidence for interaction,
while the latter study is drawn from a heterogeneous mix of
smaller samples selected by various criteria in different pho-
tometric bands. The NFGS thus provides an unusually
broad and unbiased representation of the general galaxy
population.

In what follows, we describe the survey and briefly review
our data reduction and analysis techniques (xx 2–4), then
present results for the spiral sample (xx 5–7) and for the
extended sample (x 8). We summarize our major conclu-
sions in x 9. Further details on our data analysis methods
may be found in Appendices A–C.

2. THE NEARBY FIELD GALAXY SURVEY

The comprehensive nature of the NFGS enables us to
analyze how TF scatter depends on a broad range of galaxy
properties. The database includes UBR photometry, inte-
grated and nuclear spectrophotometry, and gas and stellar
kinematic data for a statistically representative sample of
the local galaxy population (Jansen et al. 2000a, 2000b;
Kannappan et al. 2002a). The 196 NFGS galaxies were
objectively selected from the CfA 1 redshift survey (Huchra
et al. 1983) without preference for morphology, color, diam-
eter, inclination, environment, or any other galaxy prop-
erty, as described in Jansen et al. (2000a). To counteract the
bright galaxy bias of CfA 1, galaxies were included approxi-
mately in proportion to the local B-band galaxy luminosity
function (LF; e.g., Marzke, Huchra, & Geller 1994), with
the final sample spanning luminosities from MB � �23 to
�15.

The resulting sample provides an unusually unbiased
sampling of the general galaxy population. However, no
sample is completely free of selection effects. The NFGS is
subject to the inherent color and surface brightness biases of
the parent CfA 1 survey, itself a descendent of the Zwicky
catalog and therefore essentially B selected. In addition,
despite the attempt to favor faint galaxies in the selection
process, the NFGS reproduces the local LF imperfectly.
Figure 1 shows that the sample luminosity distribution
varies slowly over the range �16 > MB > �22 and cuts off
for brighter and fainter galaxies.

Another potential concern is the luminosity-distance cor-
relation built into the NFGS. The survey was selected with a
luminosity-dependent lower redshift limit instead of a maxi-
mum diameter limit, in order to increase the odds that gal-
axies would fit within the length of the 30 spectrograph slit
without biasing the sample in diameter (Jansen et al. 2000a).
As a result, fainter galaxies have greater fractional uncer-
tainties in distances and absolute magnitudes, and such gal-
axies receive less weight in error-weighted TF fits. For this
reason, we adopt unweighted fits as our primary fitting tech-
nique (see Appendix A for a discussion of the differences
between techniques).

3. VELOCITY WIDTH DATA

3.1. VelocityWidth Sample

Our primary velocity widths are derived from the full set
of 153 major-axis ionized gas rotation curves (RCs)
obtained for the NFGS kinematic database (Kannappan et
al. 2002a). This sample is complete in the sense that kine-
matic observations were attempted for all NFGS galaxies;
however, emission-line detection limits varied with observ-
ing conditions, integration times, and available emission
lines (see x 3.2). Figure 2 displays the emission-line proper-
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Fig. 1.—Luminosity distribution for the NFGS, using B-band CCD
magnitudes from the NFGS database (Jansen et al. 2000a) converted to
H0 ¼ 75. The dotted line shows the full NFGS, and the solid line shows the
153 galaxies with extended ionized gas emission (optical rotation curves).
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ties of the optical RC sample in the context of the NFGS as
a whole.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the optical RC sample includes
all NFGS galaxies of type Sab and later (including type
‘‘ Pec ’’ galaxies), except for two galaxies that show largely

featureless spectra. In addition, the sample includes 12 of
the 13 Sa galaxies in the NFGS and 17 of the E/S0 galaxies.

For comparison with the optical data, we have also
extracted H i 21 cm line widths for 105 NFGS galaxies from
the catalogs of Bottinelli et al. (1990) and Theureau et al.
(1998). These galaxies are not a statistically fair subsample
of the NFGS: H i data are more often missing for the higher
luminosity NFGS galaxies. We exclude from analysis one
galaxy that has H i data but no optical RC (NGC 2692, an
Sa galaxy).

The NFGS includes galaxies at all inclinations i, but sin i
corrections are uncertain for galaxies with i < 40�, so most
of our analysis considers only the 108 NFGS emission-line
galaxies with i > 40�. However, we do not restrict inclina-
tions when calibrating optical-to-radio conversions (x 3.3)
because no inclination correction is required.

3.2. Optical Rotation Curve Observations

Long-slit spectra were obtained during several observing
runs between 1996 and 1999, using the FAst Spectrograph
for the Tillinghast Telescope (FAST; Fabricant et al. 1998).
For most galaxies we observed the H�, [N ii], and [S ii] lines
between �6200 and 7200 Å, with spectral resolution � � 30
km s�1, a 200 or occasionally 300 wide slit, and a spatial bin-
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Fig. 2.—Detection of extended emission (RCs) as a function of emission-line strength. Left panels:H� and [O ii] �3727 EWs for the entire NFGS (open his-
togram) and for the 153 galaxy optical RC sample ( filled histogram). Right panels: Calibrated line fluxes in the same format. Cross-hatched bins represent all
galaxies for which the integrated spectrophotometry indicates lines in absorption; with the higher resolution kinematic data we can detect extended emission
in a number of these galaxies. The scales of the top two panels are truncated for clarity. Galaxies with EW(H�) less than�100 are plotted in the first bin of the
top left panel; those with H� flux greater than 100 are plotted in the last bin of the top right panel. Galaxies with strongH� emission but no RC are AGNs.We
use EWs from the NFGS database (Jansen et al. 2000b) and fluxes courtesy of R. A. Jansen (2000, private communication).

Fig. 3.—Overview of the NFGS, showing the demographics of all 196
galaxies sorted bymorphology andB-band luminosity. Circles indicate that
we have stellar absorption line data for the galaxy, while an S-shaped
symbol indicates that we have extended gas emission line data. The optical
RC sample consists of the 153 galaxies shown with an S-shaped symbol.
Strong AGNs are marked with an asterisk.
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ning of 2>3 pixel�1 (comparable to the typical seeing of 200).
For some galaxies, in conjunction with stellar absorption
line observations, we also observed the H� and [O iii] emis-
sion lines between�4100 and 6100 Å, again with 2>3 spatial
binning and a 200 slit, but with reduced spectral resolution,
� � 60 km s�1. These lower resolution observations serve as
the primary emission-line data for 10 galaxies for which we
lack high-resolution observations.

The alignment between the slit P.A. and the galaxy
major-axis P.A. listed in the UGC (Nilson 1973) was gener-
ally tight, DP:A: < 6�. For two galaxies the slit was severely
misaligned (DP:A: ¼ 40� and 75�). In addition, a few gal-
axies had no UGC P.A. and were instead assigned P.A. val-
ues based on visual inspection of the digitized POSS images;
these galaxies have uncertain DP.A. All galaxies with large
or uncertain DP.A. have photometric inclination i < 40�

and so are automatically excluded from our TF samples. In
Appendix B, where we do not employ an inclination restric-
tion, we explicitly exclude galaxies with large or uncertain
DP.A.

All of the data were reduced using standard methods,
including bias and dark subtraction, flat-fielding, wave-
length calibration, heliocentric velocity correction, sky sub-
traction, spectral straightening, and cosmic-ray removal,
using IRAF and IDL. We extracted RCs by fitting all avail-
able emission lines simultaneously with fixed line spacing in
log�, rejecting fits with signal-to-noise ratio S=Nd3. In
cases of severe H� or H� absorption, these lines were omit-
ted from the fits.

3.3. VelocityWidth Definitions

We have considered three possible optical velocity meas-
ures: Vmax, the single largest velocity in the RC; Vfit, the
velocity interpolated at the ‘‘ critical radius ’’ (1.3re, the peak
velocity position for a theoretical exponential disk; Free-
man 1970) using a functional fit to the RC (e.g., Courteau
1997); and Vpmm, defined as half the difference between the
statistical ‘‘ probable minimum ’’ and ‘‘ probable maxi-
mum ’’ velocities in the RC (e.g., Raychaudhury et al. 1997).
The prescriptions for these velocity measures are fully
described in Appendix B. As illustrated in Figure 4, Vmax is
overly sensitive to details of RC shape. Vfit successfully
models bright spiral galaxies similar to those in Courteau’s
sample but sometimes fails when confronted with the full
variety of RC shapes in the NFGS. For our sample, the
most robust velocity width estimator is Vpmm, which makes
use of all of the data without imposing a specific model on
the RC.

Except when comparing our data with other optical RC
TF samples, we convert all of our optical and radio velocity
widths to an equivalent W50 line width scale (where Wp is
the H i line width at p percent of peak intensity; see Botti-
nelli et al. 1990). For galaxies with W20 but no W50 in the
catalog, we simply subtract 20 km s �1 from the W20 line
widths and use the adjusted W20 values together with the
W50 values, referring to the combined data set as WH i

. The
number 20 km s�1 comes from a comparison of W20 and
W50 where we have both measures; Haynes et al. (1999)
derive a similar value from amuch larger sample.

Appendix B presents the empirically fitted relations we
use to convert raw optical V values to W50-equivalent WV

values, as determined from the 96 galaxies for which we
have both optical RC and W50 data. We use the scatter in

the conversion relations to set the nominal error bars for the
final velocity widths. These error bars include not only the
optical RC measurement errors (which are small) but also
all other sources of discrepancy between optical and radio
velocity widths, including P.A. misalignment errors as well
as ‘‘ physical ’’ errors due to fundamental differences
between the kinematics of unresolved global H i fields and
the kinematics of H ii regions that happen to lie along arbi-
trary one-dimensional lines. However, contrary to common
assumption, the limited extent of the optical RCs does not
lead to any significant discrepancy with the global H i line
widths. Radio W50 values and optical velocity widths agree
well even for the NFGS galaxies whose RCs are truncated
at less than 1.3re (see Appendix B). Except when comparing
with Courteau (1997), we adopt theW50-equivalent velocity
width WVpmm

as our default optical velocity width, with a
nominal error bar of 20 km s�1.
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Fig. 4.—Comparison of optical velocity width definitions (described
fully in Appendix B). The data are shifted to the galaxy rest frame using the
redshift determined by minimizing RC asymmetry (Appendix C), and the
arrowmarks the largest velocity with respect to that origin, defined asVmax.
The two dashed lines indicate the probable minimum and maximum veloc-
ities, with half the difference between the two equalling Vpmm (independent
of origin). The solid line shows a functional fit to the data with the RC ori-
gin varied as a fit parameter; X-shaped symbols mark the fitted origin, and
an open triangle marks the point defined as Vfit, which is interpolated at
1.3re, where re is the B-band half-light radius along the major axis (con-
verted from the elliptical re in Jansen et al. 2000a).
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3.4. Corrections to VelocityWidths

All optical velocity widths are computed from rest-frame
RCs, so no additional correction for cosmological expan-
sion is necessary. H i line widths are corrected for cosmolog-
ical expansion by dividing by ð1þ zÞ.

We correct for inclination by dividing by sin i, denoting
corrected velocity widths with a superscript i. Here

i ¼ cos�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b=að Þ2�q20
1� q20

s
; ð1Þ

with i set to 90� whenever b=a < q0, the assumed intrinsic
ratio of minor to major axis. We adopt q0 ¼ 0:20 except
when comparing with Courteau (1997), in which case we use
his value (0.18). Tests with a range of q0 values indicate that
TF scatter is remarkably insensitive to the details of com-
puting inclinations. The errors are propagated assuming
errors in b and a equal to their measurement precision in the
UGC (typically 0<05–0<1). We have checked the quality of
the UGC estimates against estimates derived from both
Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) data and NFGS
CCD photometry (R. A. Jansen 2000, private communica-
tion): the newer measurements do not improve TF scatter.

We do not apply turbulence corrections to either optical
or radio velocity widths, except when calculating extinctions
(see x 4.2). Turbulence estimates are uncertain, and further-
more turbulence corrections may be inappropriate for small
galaxies and nonequilibrium systems. In fact, turbulence
may provide an important source of support for such sys-
tems, and we might wish to add a gas pressure correction to
the optical velocity widths. The conversion of optical veloc-
ity widths to an equivalentW50 scale (x 3.3) effectively makes
such a correction, averaged over the sample.

Simulations by Giovanelli et al. (1997b) indicate that slit
misalignment effects remain negligible for DP:A: < 15�, and
observational tests in the range DP:A: < 8� confirm this
result (Courteau 1997). For galaxies with i > 40�, our P.A.
alignments are all within 6� of the reference P.A. values
listed in the UGC (x 3.2). Comparison between the UGC
P.A. values and corresponding automated P.A. measure-
ments from 2MASS and POSS (Garnier et al. 1996) suggests
typical catalog-to-catalog deviations of under 15�. There-
fore, the combined misalignment from observational mis-
match and reference uncertainty should nearly always be
within the range tested by Giovanelli et al. (1997b), and we
choose to make no correction. However, an rms P.A. mis-
alignment error term is de facto included in our errors
because we estimate the optical velocity width errors based
on the scatter in the optical-to-radio conversion (x 3.3).

4. LUMINOSITY DATA

Extrapolated total B and R magnitudes are available in
the NFGS photometry database (Jansen et al. 2000a) for all
galaxies with optical RCs. In addition, Jansen et al. (2000a)
provide U-band magnitudes for all but two of the galaxies.
The database magnitudes include corrections for galactic
absorption and have typical errors of�0.02–0.03 mag.

4.1. AbsoluteMagnitudes

We compute absolute magnitudes using distances derived
from a linear Hubble flow model with H0 ¼ 75, corrected
for Virgocentric infall. For consistency, we use the redshifts

tabulated by Jansen et al. (2000a) and adopt their Virgocen-
tric infall correction (from Kraan-Korteweg, Sandage, &
Tammann 1984). Comparison with our newly measured
redshifts indicates good agreement between the two sets of
measurements (� � 35 km s�1) with a few outliers. We
assign a redshift error of the greater of 35 km s�1 or the dif-
ference between the tabulated and newly measured redshifts
and add this term in quadrature with an assumed peculiar
velocity uncertainty of 200 km s�1.

4.2. Internal Extinction Corrections

Magnitudes corrected for internal extinction are denoted
by a superscript i. Except when comparing with Courteau
(1997), we adopt the velocity width–dependent (and thus
implicitly luminosity-dependent) internal extinction correc-
tions of Tully et al. (1998):

A�
i ¼ �� log

a

b

� �
; ð2Þ

where a/b is the ratio of major to minor axis and �� is the
extinction coefficient. Tully et al. (1998) measure �� at B, R,
andK0. For theU band we use extrapolated coefficients:

�U ¼ 1:69þ 3:00 logWi
R � 2:5

� �
: ð3Þ

Here WR is the velocity width on the turbulence-corrected
scale of Tully & Fouque (1985):

W 2
R ¼W 2

20 þW 2
t � 2WtW20 1� e�W 2

20
=W 2

c

� �
� 2W 2

t e
�W 2

20
=W 2

c þ 4W 2
dwarf ; ð4Þ

where Wt ¼ 38, Wc ¼ 120, and Wdwarf ¼ 17. Tully & Fou-
que (1985) introduce the last term to define a dynamical
velocity width suitable for dwarf galaxies; it prevents small
line widths from being ‘‘ corrected ’’ to square roots of nega-
tive numbers. Note that we add the 17 km s�1 ‘‘ restored tur-
bulence ’’ term before the inclination correction, apparently
contrary to the formula in Tully & Fouque (1985), because
otherwise the turbulence correction is multiplied by 1= sin i
while the restoration is not, which still results in square
roots of negative numbers. While we do not generally use
turbulence corrections (see x 3.4), for consistency with Tully
et al. (1998) we make an exception when computing WR.
W20-equivalent line widths are calculated from optical
velocity widths as described in x 3.3 and Appendix B.

We apply the above extinction corrections to galaxies of
type Sa and later; extinction corrections for E/S0 galaxies
are set to zero. Except for one E galaxy, this choice has little
impact, since applying the extinction formula to the other
E/S0 galaxies would yield corrections of d0.15 mag. Note
that we do apply the correction to dwarf galaxies. Although
the Tully et al. (1998) extinction corrections were derived
for a sample composed primarily of spiral galaxies, Pierini
(1999) has shown that they perform well for dwarf galaxies.
As prescribed by Tully et al. (1998), the extinction correc-
tions are set to zero whenever they go negative, to avoid
having the corrected luminosities come out fainter than the
observed luminosities. For the same reason, the error bars
on the corrected magnitudes do not extend fainter than the
measurement errors on the observed magnitudes.

Courteau (1996), following Willick et al. (1996), uses an
alternative correction formula with no velocity width or
luminosity dependence. However, if we follow their proce-
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dure and choose a luminosity-independent value of � to best
minimize TF scatter, we find that no value of � reduces scat-
ter as well as the Tully et al. (1998) formulation. In the R
band, the Tully et al. (1998) corrections perform only mar-
ginally better than the luminosity-independent corrections,
but at B and U the differences become more substantial (at
U, scatter decreases by 18% compared to 8%). We therefore
conclude that the general behavior, if not the zero point, of
the luminosity-dependent corrections appears correct.

5. THE SPIRAL TF RELATION 1: BASIC
CALIBRATION AND LITERATURE COMPARISON

Traditional TF samples consist of moderately bright spi-
ral galaxies, chosen to be relatively edge-on to avoid uncer-
tain sin i corrections. In this section and xx 6–7 we analyze
the TF relation for spiral galaxies brighter than Mi

R ¼ �18
and inclined by more than 40�. The NFGS contains 69 Sa–
Sd galaxies that meet these criteria; optical velocity widths
and magnitudes are available for 68 of these (67 at U). H i

line widths are available for 46 of the 68 (or 45 of the 67).

5.1. Basic Calibration

Table 1 gives TF fit parameters for the spiral TF sample
inU, B, andR, including the observed scatter values and the
scatter values predicted to arise from measurement errors.
We provide fit results using three different types of fits, as
discussed in Appendix A, but in what follows we prefer the
inverse fit (a linear fit that minimizes residuals in velocity
width), which best avoids slope bias.

Measurement error scatter remains fairly constant across
the three passbands, while observed scatter increases
sharply fromR to B toU. Subtracting the two in quadrature
yields an estimate of the intrinsic scatter in the TF relation.
Using the 46 galaxies in the H i line width sample, we have

directly compared the intrinsic scatter estimates from the
H i line width and optical RC TF relations. We find a
slightly lower intrinsic scatter for the optical TF relation,
which probably indicates that the errors on the optical
velocity widths have been overestimated and those on the
catalog H i line widths underestimated (the H i errors do not
account for systematic effects such as confusion in the
beam). However, we have not adjusted the predicted scatter
values in Table 1, as the listed values would change by only
�0.02 mag and the comparison performed here is based on
an incomplete subsample.

The steep slopes and high scatter values reported here
may be surprising to those familiar with restricted TF sam-
ples and/or alternate analysis techniques based on forward
fits (Appendix A) and luminosity-independent extinction
corrections. We stress that the slope, zero point, and scatter
in different samples can only be meaningfully compared
when differences in sample selection and analysis techniques
are fully taken into account. In addition, it is important to
quantify measurement error scatter, which may be qualita-
tively different for cluster and field samples. In xx 5.2–5.3 we
compare the NFGS TF sample with several previous field
and cluster TF samples and demonstrate that our results are
consistent when samples and analysis techniques are care-
fully matched. The reader who wishes to skip directly to
new results may go to x 6.

5.2. Comparison with Field Galaxy Samples

The Courteau (1997) and MFB samples are ideal for a
direct comparison with the NFGS because both employ
optical RCs. Both data sets have been analyzed by Courteau
(1997) using the Vfit velocity width parameter described in
Appendix B. The Courteau sample consists of �300 Sb–Sc
galaxies with 55� < i < 75�, typically brighter than
Mi

R � �18 (using Courteau’s extinction corrections) and

TABLE 1

Tully-Fisher Fits to the Sa–SdMi
R < �18 Sample

RC Results

Band Weighted Inverse Bivariate Unweighted Inverse

H i Results

Unweighted Inverse

Slope

U......... �9.54� 0.29 �8.36� 0.34 �10.85� 0.46 �10.53� 0.33

B ......... �9.52� 0.27 �8.68� 0.33 �10.09� 0.39 �10.44� 0.32

R ......... �9.70� 0.27 �9.15� 0.31 �10.14� 0.37 �9.75� 0.27

Zero Point

U......... �19.60� 0.04 �19.71� 0.05 �19.82� 0.06 �19.71� 0.04

B ......... �19.71� 0.04 �19.79� 0.05 �19.83� 0.05 �19.74� 0.04

R ......... �20.69� 0.04 �20.76� 0.05 �20.81� 0.05 �20.62� 0.03

Scattera

U......... 0.88 (0.56) 0.81 (0.51) 1.02 (0.63) 0.85 (0.45)

B ......... 0.78 (0.56) 0.73 (0.52) 0.82 (0.59) 0.77 (0.46)

R ......... 0.70 (0.56) 0.67 (0.53) 0.74 (0.58) 0.68 (0.42)

Note.—Fit results from weighted inverse, bivariate, and unweighted inverse fitting techniques for
optical RC (WVpmm

) and radio (WH i
) TF calibrations (see Appendix A). The functional form of the

TF relation is Mi
� ¼ zero pointþ slope logðWiÞ � 2:5½ �. Errors given are the formal statistical errors

from a two-step fit (see Appendix A). We require i > 40�. The samples used for the different optical
RC fits vary slightly, in that one galaxy has noU-band data and another galaxy lies off the fitted rela-
tion by greater than 3 � (the point rejection threshold) for some fits but not others.

a Measured biweight scatter and predicted scatter (in parentheses) frommeasurement errors.
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pruned by eye to eliminate peculiar and interacting galaxies
(Courteau 1996). The MFB sample includes �950 Sb–Sd
galaxies with i > 40�, typically brighter than Mi

R � �18
(assuming R�I colors of �0.5 mag and using our standard
extinction corrections).

Figure 5 plots the TF relations for two subsamples of the
NFGS defined to match the Courteau and MFB selection
criteria. Except for the exclusion of Sa–Sab galaxies, the
Sb–Sd sample defined to match theMFB selection criteria is
identical to the spiral sample analyzed throughout xx 5–7.
The left panels show Courteau’s TF fits for the MFB and
Courteau samples overlaid on our matching subsample data
points and fits. Here we use Courteau’s analysis techniques,
including forward fits (minimizing residuals in Mi

R), the Vfit

velocity width parameter, and Courteau’s luminosity-inde-
pendent extinction corrections. For the 15 NFGS galaxies

matching the Courteau selection criteria, the biweight scat-
ter of 0.21 mag is lower than Courteau’s 0.46, probably for-
tuitously. The apparent zero-point offset may also represent
small number statistics, especially since no significant zero-
point shift is apparent between the NFGS and MFB
samples.4 For the 54 NFGS galaxies matching the MFB
selection criteria, the biweight scatter of 0.63 mag is quite
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Fig. 5.—Comparison between TF fits for the NFGS and for the samples of Courteau (1997) and MFB (as analyzed by Courteau 1997). The upper panels
show NFGS data meeting Courteau’s selection criteria (interpreted to include Sab and Scd galaxies to improve statistics), while the lower panels show NFGS
data meeting MFB’s selection criteria (x 5.2). Diamonds indicate peculiar/interacting galaxies eliminated from the Courteau-selected sample following Cour-
teau (our peculiarity classification is discussed in x 6.2).X-shaped symbols indicate a galaxy rejected from theMFB sample fits as a greater than 3 � outlier (but
still included in calculating the biweight scatter and �all pts). Left Panels: NFGS comparison samples analyzed using the methods of Courteau (forward fits,
luminosity-independent extinction corrections, Vfit velocity parameter, and q0 ¼ 0:18). Printed parameters and thick gray lines give fit results for the NFGS
data. Dashed lines showCourteau’s forward fits to the Courteau andMFB data sets and the�1 � scatter on these fits; both fits have been adjusted toH0 ¼ 75.
The Courteau fits have also been shifted from Gunn r to Cousins R using r � R ¼ 0:354 (Jorgensen 1994), and the MFB fits have been shifted from Cousins I
to CousinsR using R�I ¼ 0:5 (Frei & Gunn 1994; their IC andRC).Right Panels: Same data analyzed using our standard techniques (unweighted inverse fits,
luminosity-dependent extinction corrections,WVpmm

velocity parameter, and q0 ¼ 0:20). Printed parameters and thick gray lines give fit results for the NFGS
data.

4 However, a problem with the Courteau zero point may have been seen
elsewhere. Barton et al. (2001) report that their sample of galaxies in close
pairs shows no zero-point offset from the Courteau sample but does show
an offset of �0.4–0.5 mag from Tully & Pierce (2000), in the sense that the
pairs sample is brighter than the reference sample. Given the likelihood that
many of the Barton et al. (2001) galaxies have experienced some luminosity
enhancement due to interactions, the result measured with respect to Tully
& Pierce (2000) seems more likely to be correct, in which case the Courteau
zero point would have to be too bright (as wemay be seeing here).
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close to the value Courteau measures from the MFB data,
0.56. The slightly lower MFB scatter most likely reflects
smaller measurement errors; we return to this point below.

The right panels of Figure 5 demonstrate the effect of
switching to our standard analysis techniques. We use
unweighted inverse fits (minimizing residuals in velocity
width), the WVpmm

velocity parameter, and luminosity-
dependent extinction corrections (Tully et al. 1998). With
these conventions, the slope of the TF relation steepens con-
siderably, and the measured scatter about the fit increases,
despite the smaller scatter perceived by eye. The eye per-
ceives the scatter in velocity width, whereas we measure the
scatter in absolute magnitudes: the scatter in absolute mag-
nitudes increases as a result of the steeper slope of the TF
relation. This steeper slope is due in roughly equal measure
to the use of inverse fits and the use of luminosity-dependent
extinction corrections.

Another factor affecting scatter is measurement errors. In
fact, the good agreement between our scatter and the scatter
in the MFB sample should really be taken as evidence that
the measurement errors in the two data sets are very similar.
For the NFGS subsample defined by MFB’s criteria and
analyzed using our standard techniques (Fig. 5, lower right
panel), we calculate that 0.60 mag of the observed 0.71 mag
of scatter arises from measurement errors, leaving only
�0.38 mag of intrinsic scatter after subtraction in quadra-
ture. The NFGS subsample error budget includes four con-
tributions added in quadrature: photometry errors and
Hubble law distance uncertainties (0.18 mag, dominated by
the contribution of the peculiar velocity field), photometric
inclination errors (0.42 mag, dominated by the one decimal
place precision of the UGC axial ratios), velocity width
uncertainties (0.38 mag, dominated by intrinsic scatter in
the correspondence between ‘‘ true ’’ rotation velocities and
measured optical velocity widths, regardless of high-quality
RCs), and extinction correction errors (0.09 mag, derived
from the uncertainties in inclination and velocity width).
For the MFB sample, inclination errors should be some-
what smaller. MFB galaxies are generally larger on the sky
than NFGS galaxies, so assuming that the photometric
inclinations for the MFB sample were computed using axial
ratios with round-off precision at least comparable to that
of the UGC (and with at least comparable accuracy), the
MFB inclinations will almost certainly be better than ours.
If we ascribe the (slight) scatter difference between the MFB
and NFGS samples entirely to the difference in inclination
errors, then we inferMFB inclination errors of�0.3 mag.

5.3. Comparison with Cluster Samples

Except for its restriction to a single environment, the Ursa
Major sample of VS is almost as broadly representative as
the NFGS. Like the NFGS, the VS sample is morphology
blind, including both Sa galaxies and peculiar and interact-
ing galaxies. Here we restrict both samples to Mi

R < �18,
type Sa–Sd, and i > 45�. Within these limits the VS H i data
set is nearly complete, with only one Sa galaxy missing.

Figure 6 directly compares the NFGS and VS spiral sam-
ples. With distance scales, extinction corrections, and veloc-
ity width definitions matched as described in the figure
caption, we detect no zero-point offset within the errors.
The slope of the VS sample appears considerably shallower,
but inspection of the data reveals that the behavior of a few
galaxies at the faint end of the TF relation accounts entirely

for the difference. In x 8.4 we discuss possible reasons for the
divergence of the two samples at the faint end.

The sources of measurement error for the Ursa Major
sample are qualitatively different than for the NFGS, so we
must compare intrinsic scatter values, formed by subtract-
ing measurement error scatter from observed scatter in
quadrature. We predict the measurement error scatter for
VS using the same code with which we propagate our own
errors, which yields a total predicted R-band scatter of 0.24
mag from four sources: hybrid kinematic-photometric incli-
nation errors (0.09 mag), H i line width errors (0.13 mag),
distance uncertainties from cluster depth effects (0.17 mag,
as estimated by Verheijen 2001), and errors in photometry
and extinction corrections (0.06 mag). These numbers are
based on the inclination and H i line width errors given by
VS combined with basic photometry errors of �0.05 mag
(Verheijen 2001). Because the NFGS error budget is domi-
nated by inclination errors, it is worth mentioning that the
VS inclination errors are smaller than ours not so much
because they sometimes use kinematic inclinations, but
because their photometric inclinations are better than ours.
Our inclination errors would probably be comparable to
theirs if our galaxies were equally large on the sky: the one
decimal place precision of the UGC adds greater round-off
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Fig. 6.—Comparison of TF relations for the NFGS (gray) and for the
UrsaMajor sample of VS (black), with both samples restricted to types Sa–
Sd,MR < �18, and i > 45�. Solid and dashed lines are unweighted inverse
fits to the VS and NFGS data, respectively. Biweight scatter values are with
respect to the corresponding fits. Intrinsic scatter values are computed by
subtracting measurement error scatter in quadrature (see x 5.3). We have
recomputed the VS extinction corrections using the original Wi

R definition
of Tully & Fouque (1985) to exactly reproduce the method used for the
NFGS corrections (x 4.2).Wi isWi

Vpmm
for the NFGS (x 3.3) andWi

50 for the
VS sample; these line width measures are calibrated to the same scale in
Appendix B. To match the VS distance scale (18.6 Mpc to Ursa Major), we
temporarily adopt H0 ¼ 77 for NFGS galaxy distances; this value of H0

and the corresponding Ursa Major distance were both derived from the
same Cepheid-based distance calibration (Tully & Pierce 2000). Note that
we find an Ursa Major distance of 16.9 Mpc, which would shift the cluster
TF relation �0.2 mag fainter, if we simply apply the Tully & Pierce (2000)
value of H0 to the group velocity of Ursa Major (V � 1000 km s�1 with
respect to the Local Group) and correct for Virgocentric infall at the coor-
dinate center of Ursa Major according to the same prescription used for
NFGS recession velocities.
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error for galaxies of smaller angular diameter. To illustrate
this, we have recomputed photometric inclinations for the
Ursa Major sample using UGC axial ratios and the method
of x 3.4. Substituting these inclinations for the inclinations
preferred by VS only slightly increases TF scatter.

After subtracting measurement error scatter in quadra-
ture, we obtain very similar intrinsic R-band scatter values
for the NFGS and the Ursa Major sample: 0.42 and 0.37
mag, respectively. Similar agreement is found in the B band.
Recomputing the NFGS scatter and errors about the shal-
lower slope of the Ursa Major sample, we find even better
agreement, but if the NFGS velocity width errors are
slightly overestimated (x 5.1), then the intrinsic NFGS scat-
ter about the Ursa Major slope may still be as high as�0.42
mag. The moderately higher intrinsic scatter of the NFGS
compared to Ursa Major should not be at all surprising, as
the NFGS includes a wide range of environments and star
formation histories. Apart from the hint of a systematic off-
set at the faint end mentioned previously, the two samples
are in excellent agreement.

Other cluster TF studies quote lower scatter than we find
for the complete Ursa Major sample. For example, combin-
ing data from multiple clusters (including Ursa Major, For-
nax, Coma, the Pisces filament, and several others), Tully &
Pierce (2000) measure an R-band scatter of 0.34 mag. Sakai
et al. (2000) obtain the same result with a partially overlap-
ping data set and similar analysis techniques.5 However,
directly comparing the NFGS spiral sample with these mul-
ticluster samples would be misleading, for several reasons.
First, each individual cluster in the multicluster samples
obeys a different definition of ‘‘ complete ’’ and satisfies that
definition to a different degree. For example, the ‘‘ com-
plete ’’ Fornax sample rejects interacting or disturbed gal-
axies and multiple systems (Bureau et al. 1996). Second,
each cluster represents a different environment with a differ-
ent star formation history, so each cluster’s color-magni-

tude relation may have a different color zero point (e.g.,
Tully & Pierce 2000 find B�I color zero-point offsets of
�0.1 mag when they compare cluster color-magnitude rela-
tions; see also Watanabe et al. 2001). We will see in x 7.2.1
that if real, such color offsets almost certainly imply TF
zero-point offsets between the clusters. However, the TF
scatter due to these TF zero-point offsets is suppressed in
the multicluster analyses to the extent that the individual
cluster TF relations are allowed to shift freely to minimize
zero-point offsets (the absolute zero point is generally deter-
mined separately using the Cepheid calibrator galaxies). A
third concern is the effect of a top-heavy luminosity distribu-
tion: in combining more distant clusters with more nearby
ones, the multicluster studies define samples that statisti-
cally favor bright galaxies. This bias may drive down scatter
if fainter galaxies have higher scatter. While the existence of
such a trend is unclear in our restricted spiral sample, dwarf
galaxies definitely show higher scatter in the full sample
(x 8).

6. THE SPIRAL TF RELATION 2: Sa AND PECULIAR
GALAXIES

We have shown that our TF results are consistent with
previous studies if we reproduce their sample selection crite-
ria. These criteria often exclude Sa galaxies and/or galaxies
with morphological peculiarities. Here we begin the process
of analyzing TF scatter for a broad spiral sample by turning
the spotlight on Sa and peculiar galaxies, highlighting where
these galaxies’ TF residuals fall within the general spiral TF
relation. For this analysis we return to the full NFGS spiral
TF sample: types Sa–Sd brighter than Mi

R ¼ �18 and
inclined by greater than 40�.

6.1. An Sa Galaxy Offset

A total of 14 of the 68 galaxies in the NFGS spiral TF
sample are Sa–Sab galaxies, collectively referred to as ‘‘ Sa ’’
galaxies from here on. As a group, these 14 galaxies sit
clearly to one side of the TF relation (Fig. 7), with offsets
toward lower luminosity L/higher velocity widthWi of 0.76
mag at R, 0.95 mag at B, and 1.20 mag at U as compared to
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Fig. 7.—TF relation for the Sa–Sd sample, illustrating the Sa galaxy offset toward higherWi/lower L. The left panel uses optical velocity widths, while the
right panel uses H i line widths, withmissing data points indicated by an open circle at the position of the optical velocity width. Lines show unweighted inverse
fits to the solid points.

5 The Sakai et al. (2000) estimates of the intrinsic scatter of the TF rela-
tion using the local calibrator galaxies with Cepheid distances are not rele-
vant to the present discussion, as the calibrator galaxies do not even
approximate a complete sample of the local galaxy population.
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Sb–Sd galaxies (where both Sa and Sb–Sd offsets are
computed with respect to the unweighted inverse TF fits in
Table 1, with relative offset uncertainties of�0.17 mag).

The possibility that Sa galaxies rotate faster at a given
luminosity was first suggested by Roberts (1978) based on
21 cm data. Sa offsets became controversial after Rubin et
al. (1985) claimed that the Sa TF relation lies 2 mag below
the Sc TF relation in the B band. Other studies reported
smaller offsets (e.g., Pierce & Tully 1988). Simard & Pritchet
(1998) argue that a greater intrinsic spread of luminosities
for late-type versus early-type galaxies at a given velocity
width, combined with Malmquist bias, may explain the
large offset found by Rubin et al. (1985). However, Sa offsets
continue to be observed in increasingly complete samples
(e.g., Verheijen 1997; see also x 7.2.1).

The scatter properties of our data suggest that the offset
we observe is mostly real. In the R band, the Sa galaxies and
the Sb–Sd galaxies have biweight TF scatter values of 0.63
and 0.70 mag, respectively. These numbers imply that
Malmquist bias is unlikely to produce the observed 0.76
mag offset between the two populations. In the B and U
bands, the scatter in each population increases but the offset
increases even more. The offset exceeds the scatter by 0.3
mag atU.

We have investigated whether the Sa offset in our data
may be ascribed to systematic errors in luminosity or veloc-
ity width measurements. For example, large bulges could
make Sa galaxies appear rounder (and more face-on) than
they really are, leading to underestimated extinction correc-
tions and overestimated sin i corrections. Sa galaxies in the
present sample do have more face-on inclination estimates
on average (61� vs. 66� for the full spiral TF sample); how-
ever, this difference can account for an offset of only �0.2
mag at a TF slope of �10. Furthermore, even extreme
assumptions about axial ratios (e.g., assigning an intrinsic
axial ratio of q0 ¼ 0:4 to Sa galaxies and assigning q0 ¼ 0:09
to all other types) reduce the R-band offset by at most half
and have much less effect in the B and U bands. No other
aspect of our analysis is responsible for the offset either.
Whether we adopt luminosity-dependent or independent
extinction corrections has negligible effect on our results.
We do not add an explicit morphological type dependence
to our extinction corrections, but in any case adding such a
dependence would probably only increase the Sa offset:
extinction is likely to be lower in Sa galaxies (Kodaira &
Watanabe 1988). The offset is not appreciably affected when
we substitute Vfit for Vpmm or when we omit the optical-to-
radio conversion. Finally, the available H i data also seem
to confirm the offset (Fig. 7), although these data are subject
to incompleteness and high scatter for the Sa population.

We conclude that the bulk of the Sa offset in our sample is
real. However, with just 14 Sa galaxies, our analysis is sub-
ject to small number statistics. Formally, a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test yields a probability of 6� 10�4 that the
R-band TF residuals of the Sa and Sb–Sd subpopulations
were drawn from the same parent population (�3.5 �). A
possible physical explanation for the Sa offset and a way
to remove the offset to reduce scatter will be discussed in
x 7.2.1.

6.2. Galaxy Peculiarity and Sample Pruning

TF samples are frequently pruned to remove morphologi-
cally peculiar galaxies and sometimes also to remove barred

galaxies. Here we use the term ‘‘ peculiar galaxies ’’ to mean
disturbed spiral galaxies (i.e., those with warps, tidal fea-
tures, multiple nuclei, polar rings, or interacting neighbors)
rather than galaxies that cannot be reliably classified as
spirals. Figure 8 shows RCs and images for three NFGS gal-
axies we have identified as morphologically peculiar. To
avoid bias, bars and morphological peculiarities were inde-
pendently identified by two of us (S. K. and M. F.) without
reference to TF residuals, and the identifications were fur-
ther checked against the notes provided by R. A. Jansen in
Jansen et al. (2000a). Although a number of weak bars and
peculiarities were noted, we report here only strong, unam-
biguous cases identified by more than one observer. Such
cases are broadly distributed across a wide range of spiral
types and luminosities.

Figure 9a uses two different (possibly overlapping) sym-
bols to identify peculiar and barred galaxies within the
NFGS TF relation. Although the barred galaxies that are
not peculiar do not show a clear systematic offset, the pecu-
liar galaxies as a group tend to lie on the high-L/low-Wi side
of the TF relation. This pattern suggests that pruning such
galaxies may obscure interesting physics hidden in TF
scatter.

Even when the goal is scatter reduction, pruning may
not be the most effective strategy. Figure 9c demonstrates
that pruning barred and peculiar galaxies from the
NFGS spiral sample reduces R-band TF scatter to
approximately the level expected from measurement
errors. In bluer passbands, however, the reduced scatter
still exceeds the level expected from measurement errors:
we measure 0.63 and 0.71 mag in B and U, respectively,
compared to a predicted measurement error scatter of
0.58 mag in both passbands. In addition, the decrease in
scatter won by pruning comes at a high price, as greater
than 30% of the sample must be rejected. In x 7 we will
use more objective, physically motivated techniques to
reduce TF scatter to a level comparable to measurement
error scatter in all passbands without discarding galaxies
from the sample.

We have also considered independent definitions of pecu-
liarity involving kinematic data: Figure 9b identifies galaxies
with truncated RCs (rmax < 1:3re; x 3.3), RC asymmetries
greater than 5% (our RC asymmetry index is defined in
Appendix C), or discrepancies between WVfit

and WVpmm

greater than 10%. Interestingly, galaxies with high RC
asymmetry behave much like those with strong morphologi-
cal peculiarities, with high-L/low-Wi offsets. Figures 9c and
9d show that pruning based on either morphology or kine-
matics produces a comparable reduction in scatter,
although kinematic pruning misses some Sa outliers.

To test whether our definitions of kinematic peculiarity
have physical significance or merely identify faulty RCs,
we have tried pruning the H i line width TF relation
using kinematic peculiarity information obtained from
our optical RCs. Amazingly, optical RC peculiarities are
at least as effective as morphological peculiarities in flag-
ging outliers in the H i line width TF relation. This result
implies that either (1) optical RC peculiarities are associ-
ated with observational errors in the NFGS surface
photometry or the UGC-derived photometric inclinations
common to both the H i and optical RC TF relations, or
(2) optical RC peculiarities occur in galaxies that lie off
the TF relation for physical reasons. We find evidence
for the latter in x 7.
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7. THE SPIRAL TF RELATION 3: THIRD
PARAMETERS AND PHYSICAL

SOURCES OF SCATTER

We have seen that interacting, merging, and peculiar gal-
axies often lie on the high-L/low-Wi side of the TF relation,
while Sa galaxies lie on the low-L/high-Wi side (x 6).
Figure 10 shows that, in addition, NFGS galaxies brighter
than Mi

R � �22:5 display asymmetric scatter about the
best-fit TF relation for fainter galaxies, with a systematic
offset of �0.7 mag toward lower L/higher Wi. Below we
demonstrate that all of these offsets reflect underlying corre-
lations between TF residuals and quantitative galaxy prop-
erties, most notably B�R color and EW(H�). Following
tradition, we refer to these properties as ‘‘ third parame-
ters,’’ i.e., additional variables that control physical scatter
in the two-parameter TF relation.

7.1. Third-Parameter Analysis Technique

Barton et al. (2001) demonstrate that false correlations
between TF residuals and candidate third parameters may
arise when the TF slope is measured incorrectly, in which
case any parameter that varies along rather than perpendic-
ularly to the TF relation will produce a correlation. A true
third parameter should vary at least partly perpendicularly
to the TF relation.

We adopt the following strategy to avoid false detections
of third parameters. First, we apply strict cuts inMi to elimi-
nate sections of the data where the velocity width scatter is
clearly asymmetric. For the R band, these cuts are indicated
by the dashed lines in Figure 10 (see also Table 2): the upper
line excludes galaxies brighter than Mi

R � �22:5, which

show a systematic offset as discussed above, and the lower
line excludes galaxies that do not meet the Mi

R < �18 sam-
ple definition criterion. After these cuts, the data are biased
in Mi but nearly perfectly unbiased in velocity width. Sec-
ond, we apply an inverse TF fit to the data, which minimizes
residuals in velocity width. At this point the velocity width
residuals are completely uncorrelated with luminosity Mi.
Finally, we use Spearman rank tests to quantify both the
candidate third parameter–TF residual correlation and the
candidate third parameter–luminosity correlation. For the
Spearman tests, velocity width residuals and magnitude
residuals are interchangeable. If these tests show that the
candidate third parameter correlates with TF residuals but
not with luminosity, then we conclude that it varies perpen-
dicularly to the TF relation.

In fact, even if a parameter does vary with luminosity, it
may still qualify as a third parameter if it also correlates
clearly with TF residuals because we have in principle elimi-
nated the TF residual–luminosity correlation. Nonetheless,
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Fig. 8.—B-band images and RCs for three galaxies with morphological peculiarities (x 6.2). Notation is as in Fig. 4. The distinct kinematic components at
large radii in the first and third panels were not used in computing velocity widths. Images are courtesy of Jansen et al. (2000a).

TABLE 2

Magnitude Cuts for Spearman Rank Tests

Cut U B R

Bright .................. �21 �21 �22.5

Standard faint ...... �17 �17 �18

Dwarf faint .......... �16 �16 �17

Note.—Cuts applied to extinction-corrected
absolute magnitudes for third-parameter tests.
See x 7.1.
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one must be wary if the parameter-luminosity correlation is
stronger than the parameter–TF residual correlation, as in
such a case even small TF slope errors may lead to false cor-
relations. For luminosity-dependent parameters, one may
wish to subtract out the luminosity dependence and meas-
ure the correlation between TF residuals and ‘‘ parameter
residuals,’’ i.e., parameter offsets from the fitted parameter–
luminosity correlation (see Courteau &Rix 1999). Below we
give results based on raw parameters, but we have also
checked our results using parameter residuals. The parame-
ter-luminosity correlations are strongest for color and RC
asymmetry (Fig. 11); however, even for these parameters we
find that correcting for the luminosity dependence makes
little difference, slightly improving the third-parameter
correlation if anything.

In general, we use unweighted TF fits to define TF
residuals. Unweighted fits avoid the slope bias that would
otherwise arise because our errors vary systematically
with luminosity and velocity width. However, we have
confirmed all correlations using both weighted and
unweighted fits. We have also confirmed all correlations
using two definitions of velocity width (WVfit

and WVpmm
)

and using both luminosity-dependent and luminosity-
independent extinction corrections (x 4.2). Results quoted

in the text use WVpmm
and the Tully et al. (1998) extinc-

tion corrections.

7.2. Third-Parameter Test Results

We have tested a wide range of candidate third parame-
ters, making use of photometric and spectrophotometric
quantities from the NFGS database (Jansen et al. 2000a,
2000b) and photometric asymmetries kindly provided by
R. A. Jansen (2000, private communication; see also Jansen
2000). For the luminosity-restricted Sa–Sd sample of Figure
10, TF residuals correlate strongly with (B�R)e (effective
B�R color measured within the B-band half-light radius)
and global EW(H�) in all bands. Other measures of color
and emission-line strength yield somewhat noisier correla-
tions. We also find correlations with RC asymmetry, photo-
metric asymmetry, and two measures of surface brightness;
these correlations reach greater than 3 � significance only in
certain photometric bands. TF residuals do not correlate
with luminosity (by construction) or with inclination, vali-
dating our analysis. Likewise, we detect no correlation
between TF residuals and RC extent, isophotal radius, effec-
tive radius, H i gas mass, gas consumption timescale, or
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MH i
/L (we have incomplete data for the last three, how-

ever; see x 7.2.6).
Figure 12 displays some of the correlations in the R band

and lists Spearman rank test results for U, B, and R (the
‘‘ probability of no correlation ’’ p is given, where 1� p is
the confidence of the result). The symbol coding shows that
Sa and peculiar galaxies drive most of the statistical signal

in the R-band correlations. If we eliminate both groups of
galaxies, no R-band correlation survives with greater than
3 � confidence. However, the (B�R)e correlation does sur-
vive in B, and both color and emission-line correlations
remain significant in U. In general, the two groups of gal-
axies contribute roughly equally to the correlations, with
the Sa galaxies showing a slightly stronger signal due to
lower scatter. The peculiar galaxies form amore heterogene-
ous group, including not only interacting, merging, and
warped galaxies but also a few galaxies whose oddities may
indicate later evolutionary states, e.g., a bulge-dominated
Sa galaxy with a prominent polar dust lane (NGC 984).

Although Sa and peculiar galaxies dominate the statisti-
cal signal we measure, the correlations in Figure 12 apply to
all galaxies in the sample. A blue, strongly star-forming gal-
axy whose image does not appear peculiar nonetheless
shows the expected TF residual. Thus, the correlations
provide a physical, quantitative basis for understanding sys-
tematic offsets in the TF relation, independent of morpho-
logical classification.

Furthermore, the correlations are not limited to the opti-
cal TF relation. Despite disproportionate H i catalog
incompleteness for bright and peculiar galaxies, mixed H i

data quality, and confusion in single-dish line widths, we
still detect 2–3 � correlations between radio TF residuals
and both (B�R)e and global EW(H�). We also find evi-
dence for a TF residual–total color correlation in radio data
from the complete Ursa Major database of VS (see also
x 7.2.1). These results emphasize the close link between opti-
cal and radio velocity widths already noted in xx 3.3 and 6.2
(see also Appendix B). However, we do not perform a
detailed third-parameter analysis of the radio TF relation,
as the catalog H i line widths are incomplete and of mixed
quality.

7.2.1. Color

Effective B�R color yields a striking correlation with TF
residuals, predicting spiral galaxy TF offsets better than any
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other physical parameter we have tested. Effective U�B
color also produces a clear correlation in all three bands.
The color–TF residual correlations strengthen from R to B
toU, as blue peculiar galaxies and red Sa galaxies move far-
ther apart in the TF relation. Although we correct colors for
internal extinction (see x 4.2), omitting the extinction correc-
tion does not significantly affect the correlation strength.
The correlation slope is quite a bit steeper than expected
from dust extinction and reddening (�1.3 in the R band
with B�R colors; e.g., Gordon, Calzetti, & Witt 1997,
Table 1).

We stress that the correlation reported here cannot be dis-
missed as merely the ‘‘ built-in ’’ correlation due to the varia-
tion of TF scatter with passband. A weak correlation of
U- and B-band TF residuals with color might have been
expected from the fact that TF scatter is significantly higher
in these bands than in the R band, which implies that both
B�R and U�R colors may be used to reduce scatter (most
trivially, simply by adding these colors to the U and Bmag-
nitudes to recover the R magnitudes). In this case, the
color–TF residual correlation would have a slope of�1 and
there would be no correlation between R-band TF residuals
andB�R colors. However, both the persistence of the corre-
lation in the R band and the steep slope of the correlation
point to a more interesting result; we explore this result
empirically in this section and discuss its physical signifi-
cance in x 7.3.

For our sample, effective colors produce much tighter
correlations than total colors. In theR band, Spearman tests
yield p ¼ 6:1� 10�5 for the (B�RÞie correlation, or �4 �,
but only p ¼ 0:034 for the total (B�R)i correlation, or just
over 2 �. Total colors dilute the correlation signal with
observational scatter from profile extrapolation and back-
ground subtraction (R. A. Jansen 2001, private communica-
tion). However, we see no strong systematic differences
between B�R and (B�R)e: on average the two track closely,
with (B�R)e slightly redder, by at most �0.1 mag for the
reddest galaxies.

The color–TF residual correlation offers an alternative to
sample pruning for reducing TF scatter. If we restore spiral
galaxies brighter thanMi

R ¼ �22:5 to the sample (they were
not used in Fig. 12; see Fig. 10), then refitting the color–TF
residual correlation provides a color correction formula to
go with the unweighted inverse TF fit in Table 1. A least-
squares forward fit to DM versus (B�RÞie yields

DMi
R ¼ �2:0þ 1:8ðB�RÞie ; ð5Þ

where DMi
R is the measured TF residual (observed mag-

nitude minus fitted relation). If we correct our R-band
magnitudes with equation (5) and recompute the resid-
uals with respect to the original TF fit, the biweight scat-
ter falls from 0.74 to 0.66 mag. An analogous procedure
reduces scatter to 0.64 mag in both the B and U bands,
from 0.82 and 1.02 mag, respectively, essentially eliminat-
ing the differences between wavelength bands (Fig. 13).
The corrected scatter values come quite close to the scat-
ter expected from measurement errors (Table 1). Deter-
mining whether these errors hide further nonrandom
behavior in TF scatter would require smaller measure-
ment errors. Full two-dimensional velocity fields, with
kinematic inclinations and modeling of disk warps and
asymmetries, offer the best hope of progress (see Ber-
shady & Andersen 2000).

The existence of a strong color–TF residual correlation is
not entirely unexpected. Pierce & Tully (1992) describe envi-
ronmental shifts in the B-band TF relation for a mixed clus-
ter field sample that are linked to galaxy colors, which
suggests the possibility of a color–TF residual correlation.
Giraud (1986) demonstrates reduced TF scatter in a two-
color TF relation (essentially equivalent to our color-cor-
rected TF relation, as in Figure 13, but with the slope of the
color–TF residual correlation assumed rather than mea-
sured). Rhee (1996) reduces TF scatter using 60 lm data to
define ‘‘ population-corrected ’’ luminosities. Bershady et al.
(1999) present initial evidence for a color–TF residual corre-
lation in their intermediate-redshift sample, which spans a
wide range of galaxy types; however, the TF residuals are
measured relative to an externally defined TF relation, mak-
ing it harder to eliminate systematic errors (also a potential
problem for Zaritsky 1995; see Barton et al. 2001 and the
discussion in x 7.1). Most significantly, Verheijen (2001)
reports a B�I color versus TF residual correlation for a sub-
sample of 21 galaxies drawn from his complete Ursa Major
sample, and our own analysis of his full Sa–Sd data set indi-
cates that total B�R colors correlate with B-band TF resid-
uals at �3–3.5 � confidence (using unweighted inverse fits,
our standard luminosity cuts, and the W50 and Mi

B from
VS). The R-band correlation for this sample registers at
�2 �, consistent with our expectations given that total
rather than effective colors were used.

Most other low-redshift TF studies exclude Sa and pecu-
liar galaxies and/or use red to near-infrared photometry,
making it difficult to observe the color–TF residual correla-
tion. For example, Courteau & Rix (1999) find only a slight,
statistically insignificant color–TF residual correlation in a
sample of undisturbed Sb–Sc galaxies observed in the R
band. The close galaxy pairs sample of Barton et al. (2001)
includes disturbed galaxies but was not designed to evenly
sample the range of spiral morphologies; again no correla-
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tion emerges using total colors and R-band TF residuals
(E. J. Barton 2001, private communication).

The color–TF residual correlation provides a natural
explanation for two effects noted previously: the Sa galaxy
offset (x 6.1) and the asymmetric scatter at the bright end of
the TF relation (x 7). Sa galaxies are typically red and show
relatively little scatter in color compared to later type gal-
axies (Jansen et al. 2000a). As a consequence, Sa galaxies
deviate from the TF relation as a group, with larger offsets
in bluer bands. Applying the color correction given in equa-
tion (5) reduces the R-band offset between Sa and Sb–Sd
galaxies from 0:76� 0:17 to 0:28� 0:23mag, where we have
computed offsets using TF residuals relative to the
unweighted inverse fit in Table 1. The remaining offset is not
statistically significant. Similarly, the �0.7 mag offset for
galaxies brighter than Mi

R ¼ �22:5 shrinks to �0.15 mag
following the color correction, suggesting that the asymmet-
ric scatter at the bright end of the TF relation may simply
reflect the rarity of extremely luminous blue galaxies.

Verheijen (2001) has also reported a link between color
dependence and morphological type dependence in the TF
residuals for his pruned Ursa Major spiral sample. The Sa
and Sab galaxies are underluminous by �0.5 mag in the B
band (consistent with our result when normalized for slope
differences,�6.7 vs.�10), while the same galaxies have nor-
mal luminosities at K, suggesting a color effect. Later types
show a wide range of positive and negative TF residuals in
both Verheijen’s complete TF sample (Verheijen 1997) and
the NFGS spiral TF sample, consistent with the much
greater color dispersion observed for types Sb and later in
the full NFGS (Jansen et al. 2000a). We discuss a physical
interpretation of the color–TF residual correlation in terms
of stellar populations in x 7.3.

7.2.2. Emission-Line Strength

Global EW(H�) (integrated over the entire galaxy; see
Jansen et al. 2000b) correlates with TF residuals for the Sa–
Sd subsample almost as well as (B�R)e (Fig. 12). This result
should not be too surprising: the two parameters are highly
correlated. EW(H�) measures recent star formation on
timescales of Myr relative to integrated past star formation,
while (B�R)e measures the ratio between young and old
stellar populations and thus traces star formation on time-
scales of Gyr (e.g., Kennicutt, Tamblyn, & Congdon 1994).
As expected, the EW(H�)–TF residual correlation intensi-
fies in bluer TF bands, although not quite so strongly as the
color correlation. Substituting either nuclear (fixed 300 � 700

aperture) H� or global [O ii] �3727measurements for global
H� weakens the correlation, but it still reaches greater than
3 � significance in the B andU bands.

Restoring spiral galaxies brighter than Mi
R ¼ �22:5 to

the sample, we can fit an EW(H�) correction formula analo-
gous to the color correction formula in equation (5):

DMi
R ¼ 0:5þ 0:026EWðH�Þ : ð6Þ

For the unweighted inverse fits in Table 1, this formula and
its B and U analogs reduce scatter to 0.66, 0.67, and 0.78
mag in the R, B, and U bands, respectively. The EW(H�)
correction thus performs nearly as well as the color correc-
tion in bothB andR, although it underperforms inU.

To our knowledge, this paper is the first to report a corre-
lation between TF residuals and EW(H�). Barton et al.
(2001) search unsuccessfully for such a correlation using

nuclear (fixed-slit) H� measurements and R-band TF resid-
uals. These results are consistent, given that (1) our sample
yields only a 2.9 � correlation between R-band TF residuals
and nuclear EW(H�), and (2) the Barton et al. (2001) survey
targets a specific population (galaxies in close pairs) rather
than a broad cross section of galaxies.

7.2.3. Photometric Asymmetry

The existence of a correlation between TF residuals and
photometric asymmetry has not been firmly established.
Zaritsky & Rix (1997) argue that I-band asymmetry and
B-band TF residuals are correlated, but Barton et al. (2001)
suggest that the bulk of this correlation arises from a sys-
tematic error in TF calibration. We measure no significant
correlation of R-band asymmetry with TF residuals in any
passband, but we do see a marginal 3 � correlation between
B-band asymmetry and R-band TF residuals, which weak-
ens for B- and U-band residuals. We conclude that photo-
metric asymmetry is a weak third parameter at best. Since
asymmetry arises from multiple causes that may move TF
residuals in different directions (knottiness from dust,
unevenness from recent starbursts or accretion, etc.), sam-
ple selection may partly determine whether or not a correla-
tion is detected.

7.2.4. Rotation Curve Asymmetry

RC asymmetry (defined in Appendix C) correlates with
TF residuals in the B and U bands with �3 � significance.
The RC asymmetry versus TF residual plot (Fig. 12) may
also indicate a discrete effect: galaxies with asymmetry less
than �2% show lower scatter and a slight offset relative to
those with higher asymmetry. Barton et al. (2001) also
report a discrete effect in their close pairs sample: the R-
band TF residuals of galaxies identified as severely kine-
matically distorted differ from the residuals for the remain-
ing galaxies by 3 � in a K-S test. We return to the possible
link between kinematic distortions and TF offsets in x 7.3.2.

7.2.5. Surface Brightness

Courteau & Rix (1999) argue against any surface bright-
ness dependence in the TF residuals of high surface bright-
ness spiral galaxies, while O’Neil, Bothun, & Schombert
(2000) demonstrate that extreme low surface brightness
(LSB) galaxies can lie well off the TF relation. In our sample
we find no clear correlation in any passband with the most
common measure of surface brightness used in the litera-
ture, the extrapolated disk central surface brightness (as
measured from exponential profile fits; R. A. Jansen 1999,
private communication). On the other hand, we do detect
marginal correlations between TF residuals and two other
measures of surface brightness. The observed R-band cen-
tral surface brightness (measured from raw profiles includ-
ing both disk and bulge light, and subject to uncertainties
due to both seeing and the distance to the galaxy) correlates
withU- and B-band TF residuals at greater than 3 �, but the
detection has high uncertainty as a result of a strong central
surface brightness–luminosity correlation (which causes the
third-parameter correlation to weaken if weighted TF fits
are used; see x 7.1), and it disappears for the full sample. A
more robust quantity, the effective surface brightness in the
U band (lUe , the surface brightness measured at re) displays
a 3 � correlation with R-band TF residuals, but this correla-
tion fades in the B andU bands (Fig. 12). However, the cor-
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relation becomes stronger for the full sample; we discuss it
in x 8.2.2.

7.2.6. Neutral Gas Properties

The present spiral sample shows no correlation between
TF residuals and neutral gas properties such as MH i

, gas
consumption timescale,6 andMH i

/L, where we determine L
in the same passband as the TF residuals to eliminate any
correlation due to color. However, we compute gas masses
from the catalogs of Bottinelli et al. (1990) and Theureau et
al. (1998), and these catalogs do not provide H i masses for
�31% of the Sa–Sd subsample. The incompleteness prefer-
entially affects Sa and peculiar galaxies, which have the larg-
est TF offsets, so our results should be treated with caution.

Nonetheless, our failure to detect an MH i
–TF residual

correlation is interesting in light of the strength of theMH i
–

luminosity correlation. For the Sa–Sd subsample, theMH i
–

luminosity correlation rivals the TF relation itself in correla-
tion strength: although weaker at B and R, it is actually
stronger at U, with a Spearman rank probability of no cor-
relation of 10�11. Therefore, even a small TF slope error
could easily generate a false correlation between TF resid-
uals and H i mass in this sample. The fact that we detect
nothing validates our fitting and analysis procedures, as H i

masses and TF velocity widths are measured completely
independently. Furthermore, since the color-luminosity
correlation is much weaker than the H i mass–luminosity
correlation in our data, this argument supports our claim
that slope errors do not drive the strong correlation we
observe between color and TF residuals.

7.3. What Causes Offsets from the Spiral TF Relation?

The existence of a well-defined TF relation for spiral gal-
axies suggests that for large disk galaxies, the total mass of
the system (traced by its rotation velocity) closely couples to
the mass of its stars (traced by their luminosity). TF resid-
uals may arise from any of three basic relations underlying
the overall relation: (1) the relation between observed rota-
tion velocity and total mass, (2) the relation between total
mass and stellar mass, and (3) the relation between stellar
mass and observed luminosity. Below we examine the possi-
bility that variations in stellarM/L due to differences in stel-
lar populations can fully explain the color–TF residual
correlation, with TF offsets interpreted as luminosity offsets.
We then discuss alternative explanations for the color–TF
residual correlation that interpret TF offsets as velocity
width offsets that correlate with color.

7.3.1. Luminosity Offsets

Variations in stellarM/L due to differences in stellar pop-
ulations provide the simplest explanation of TF scatter
(e.g., Rhee 1996). Scatter driven by population differences
should be higher in bluer passbands, where variations in
M/L are greater, and indeed TF scatter increases from R to
B to U. If there is negligible scatter in the correlation
between rotation velocity and stellar mass (i.e., the combi-

nation of relations [1] and [2] above), then the color–TF
residual correlation follows directly from the dependence of
color onM/L, provided that color variations are not domi-
nated by the systematic correlation between color and mag-
nitude (in agreement with our observations; see x 7.2.1 and
Fig. 11). The only caveat is that different star formation his-
tories may yield different ratios of luminosity evolution to
color evolution (LE/CE), producing different TF offsets for
a given color change. Thus, we can test the hypothesis that
stellar population differences drive the color–TF residual
correlation by comparing the slope of the correlation to the
LE/CE predictions of population synthesis models
designed to describe the general population of spiral
galaxies.

We perform this comparison using the model predictions
of Bell & de Jong (2001). These authors use population syn-
thesis models to evaluate the slope of the color versus stellar
M/L correlation for passively evolving disk galaxies subject
to a variety of star formation histories in which stars form in
a reasonably smooth fashion with no major bursts. These
slope predictions may be compared to the measured slopes
shown in the top two panels of Figure 12. The top right
panel shows the color residual–TF residual correlation,
where color residuals are defined relative to the color-mag-
nitude relation; this relation offers the most direct measure-
ment of LE/CE, suitable for comparison with a simple
model such as a closed box model. (One might prefer to
define color residuals relative to the color–velocity width
relation; however, because our sample is defined by strict
limits in magnitude rather than in velocity width, the color–
velocity width relation would be biased.) The standard
color–TF residual correlation, uncorrected for the color-
magnitude relation, may correspond better with models
employing mass-dependent star formation histories.

Depending on the particular star formation history used,
the Bell & de Jong (2001) predicted slope varies from 1.8 to
2.5 for R-band TF residuals and B�R colors, with a closed
box model giving a slope of 2.3. For the observed correla-
tion, a forward least-squares fit yields a slope of
2:2 ð2:5Þ � 0:5 for the uncorrected (corrected) correlation,
while a least-squares bisector fit yields 3:5 ð3:9Þ � 0:5 (see
Isobe et al. 1990). The latter fit technique is more realistic as
it assumes intrinsic scatter in both fit variables; slopes mea-
sured by this technique are broadly consistent with the Bell
& de Jong (2001) predictions but appear to favor slightly
steeper values. Slopes measured in theB band are also some-
what steep: e.g., while the closed box model gives a slope of
3.3 in B, we derive values of 3.2 and 4.4 using forward and
least-squares bisector fits, respectively, for the color resid-
ual–TF residual correlation.

The basic agreement between the Bell & de Jong (2001)
predictions and our observations supports our interpreta-
tion of the data in terms of stellar populations. With this
interpretation we find a single passband-independent stellar
mass TF relation (i.e., our ‘‘ color-corrected ’’ TF relation;
x 7.2.1) with lower scatter than the conventional TF relation
and a form very similar to that predicted by Bell & de Jong
(2001): L / V4:6�0:3. To the extent that there is any discrep-
ancy between observed and predicted LE/CE ratios, the
data would appear to support slightly steeper slopes than
the models. This result is largely insensitive to the choice of
extinction corrections, even when we omit such corrections
altogether, although it is possible to push the observations
closer to the models with selected analysis techniques (e.g.,

6 Gas consumption timescales are calculated by dividing the H i gas mass
by the star formation rate, where gas masses are derived from the catalog
H i fluxes of Bottinelli et al. (1990) and Theureau et al. (1998), and star for-
mation rates are computed fromH� fluxes (R. A. Jansen 2000, private com-
munication) using the calibration of Kennicutt (1998) with no correction
for recycling.
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adopting the type-dependent q0 described in x 6.1 and using
colors uncorrected for the color-magnitude relation). If real,
the steeper slopes might reflect several effects: (1) variations
in dark matter fraction or dark matter structure that corre-
late with color; (2) systematic velocity width offsets due to
inclination errors or RC distortions that correlate with
color; or (3) star formation histories that include recent star-
burst activity (d1 Gyr ago), which would give LE/CE
ratiose5 (e.g., Bell & de Jong 2001, their Fig. 5). In support
of option (3), many NFGS galaxies show morphological
and kinematic evidence of disturbance (x 6.2), suggesting
the likelihood of starbursts driven by interactions, mergers,
or global instabilities. We discuss options (1) and (2) in the
next section.

We have also analyzed the color–TF residual correlation
for one other complete TF sample, the Ursa Major sample
of VS, and we find much shallower slopes (�1 in R, �2 in
B). These slopes are even shallower than expected purely
from population synthesis. As the Ursa Major Cluster rep-
resents a uniform moderate-density environment, the differ-
ence may be related to a greater homogeneity of star
formation histories compared to what we see in the general
field. In this case the TF residuals in the color–TF residual
correlation might have less to do with luminosity offsets
related to stellar populations and more to do with color-
dependent velocity width offsets driven by one of the
mechanisms described in x 7.3.2.

7.3.2. VelocityWidth Offsets

TF residuals are very sensitive to small offsets in velocity
width because of the steep slope of the TF relation. There-
fore, any systematic velocity width trends in our data must
correlate tightly with color, given the success of the color
correction in reducing scatter to near measurement error
levels in all bands (x 7.2.1). Possible sources of velocity
width residuals include variations in dark matter fraction or
dark matter structure, systematic errors in photometric
inclination, and symmetric or asymmetric distortions in
RCs. If any of these correlates strongly with color, it may
offer an alternative explanation for the color–TF residual
correlation in terms of velocity width offsets rather than
luminosity offsets.

A full consideration of dark matter structure is beyond
the scope of this paper, but we can address one plausible sce-
nario with straightforward observable consequences. Halo
contraction in bulge-dominated galaxies could lead to
increased rotation velocities within the central parts of the
galaxies, in turn driving a correlation between color and
velocity width residuals insofar as higher bulge-to-disk
ratios correlate with redder colors. However, the high color
dispersion for later morphological types (Jansen et al.
2000a) suggests a relatively weak link between colors and
bulge-to-disk ratios, except for early types such as Sa gal-
axies. Furthermore, the observed RCs for our Sa galaxies
do not decrease in velocity in their outer parts, so we have
no independent evidence that these galaxies’ high central
concentrations have in fact increased their measured rota-
tion velocities. Extended H i data might reveal such an
effect.

Alternatively, velocity width offsets might be driven by
photometric inclination errors that correlate with color. A
color–inclination error correlation could arise indirectly,
via a color-morphology connection involving either bulge-

to-disk ratios or morphological peculiarities, both of which
can affect photometric inclination estimates. We cannot
directly test this possibility without kinematic inclinations.
However, raising the inclination cut from i > 40� to i > 60�

to reduce inclination-related offsets simply tightens the
color–TF residual correlation, reducing its scatter without
significantly changing its slope (in the R band, the range of
acceptable slopes narrows to 2.5–3.4). Furthermore, we
have argued that inclination errors cannot explain the Sa
galaxy offset, although they may contribute to it (x 6.1), and
that the link between colors and bulge-to-disk ratios is prob-
ably fairly weak. It is also hard to imagine how a heteroge-
neous population of peculiar galaxies could yield
consistently high inclinations, as required to explain their
high-L/low-Wi offsets.7 Systematically high random errors
for peculiar galaxies would produce a net offset in the wrong
direction, as a result of the nonlinearity of the sine function.

RC asymmetries cannot explain the color–TF residual
correlation either, although these asymmetries do correlate
weakly with both TF residuals and (B�R)e (see x 7.2.4).
Even supposing that a 5% asymmetry produces a 5% offset
in rotation velocity (certainly an overestimate), that velocity
offset will in turn generate a TF residual of only �0.2 mag.
Relatively few galaxies have asymmetries that large (see
Figs. 9 and 12).

Symmetric RC distortions could be more important, if
these distortions correlate with color. Two-dimensional
velocity fields would be required to evaluate their role.
Franx & de Zeeuw (1992) have shown that intrinsically
elongated disks can produce symmetric kinematic distor-
tions, but random orientations to the line of sight will lead
primarily to scatter rather than to a systematic correlation.
Galaxy interactions could create distortions that correlate
with blue color, but a mechanism for shifting both radio
and optical velocity widths in the same direction is not
obvious. Tutui & Sofue (1997) argue that tidal interactions
broaden H i line widths, which would actually weaken the
color–TF residual correlation for the H i TF relation, as
would H i confusion. Technically, these authors’ observa-
tions do not distinguish between broadening of H i line
widths and narrowing of CO line widths, which is likely to
occur as molecular gas concentrates at the center of a galaxy
where it does not sample the full velocity field (Mihos &
Hernquist 1996). Ionized gas is also likely to concentrate at
the center for starburst galaxies, yielding low velocity width
TF outliers due to RC truncation (Barton et al. 2001;
Barton & van Zee 2001; see also x 8.1). While this effect may
create offsets for a few galaxies, it does not contribute to sys-
tematic trends: TF residuals show no significant correlation
with RC extent.

We conclude that the color–TF residual correlation is
most easily explained as being fundamentally a color–
luminosity residual correlation, although it may be

7 Inclination errors probably do explain a few individual outliers: for
example, tidal elongation may have led to an incorrect inclination for NGC
5993, the extreme outlier at �21.5 in the color-corrected U-band TF rela-
tion (Fig. 13; also shown in the top panel of Fig. 8). Its nominal photomet-
ric inclination is 42�, but its inner parts appear closer to face-on. If its true
inclination were 20�, it would shift by �2.8 mag, bringing it much more in
line with the TF relation. However, NGC 5993 is not at all typical: its offset
does not follow the color–TF residual correlation. In fact, on average, spiral
galaxies with peculiarities have slightly lower apparent inclination than the
rest of the spiral sample (63� vs. 66�).
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steepened by a secondary color–velocity width residual
correlation.

8. THE TF RELATION FOR THE GENERAL
GALAXY POPULATION

We now turn to the full TF sample of NFGS emission-
line galaxies, with no restrictions on luminosity or morphol-
ogy, but still requiring i > 40�. Table 3 gives fitted TF
parameters for this sample in the U, B, and R bands, with
optical RC results based on 108 galaxies (107 at U) and H i

line width results based on 76 galaxies (75 at U). The R-
band TF relation is shown in Figure 14.

As illustrated in Figure 15, scatter is dramatically higher
for the full sample than for the spiral sample of xx 5–7.
Including nonspiral and dwarf galaxies adds 0.77 mag of
scatter in quadrature, yielding a total scatter of 1.07 mag.
Faint nonspiral galaxies are responsible for most of the new
scatter, so the relative importance of the morphology and
luminosity extensions is unclear. The two E/S0 galaxies
brighter thanMi

R ¼ �20 behave much like Sa galaxies, with
a slight low-L/high-Wi offset. Neistein et al. (1999) observe
a similar TF offset for S0 galaxies using stellar kinematics.

8.1. Physical Sources of Scatter in aMorphology-Blind TF
Relation

We begin by broadening the spiral sample of x 7 to
include all morphologies, staying within the luminosity lim-
its used in x 7 (Table 2 and Fig. 14) and as usual requiring
i > 40�. In x 8.2 we extend the luminosity range 1 mag
fainter. Adding nonspirals brighter than Mi

R ¼ �18 to the
spiral sample strengthens the correlations between TF resid-
uals and both RC asymmetry and nuclear EW(H�). We also
see a hint of a new correlation between TF residuals and gas
consumption timescale (based on incomplete data, as dis-
cussed in x 7.2.6, but with 88% completeness for the newly

added nonspiral galaxies). The TF residual–lUe correlation
remains about the same.

However, the expanded sample displays weaker correla-
tions between TF residuals and both effective B�R color
and global (as opposed to nuclear) EW(H�). As shown in
Figure 16, the (B�R)e correlation actually falls below 3 � at

TABLE 3

Tully-Fisher Fits to the Full Sample

RC Results

Band Weighted Inverse Bivariate Unweighted Inverse

H i Results

Unweighted Inverse

Slope

U......... �9.47� 0.21 �7.91� 0.24 �8.97� 0.22 �8.48� 0.16

B ......... �9.65� 0.21 �8.31� 0.25 �9.06� 0.21 �8.48� 0.16

R ......... �9.92� 0.21 �8.77� 0.24 �9.23� 0.22 �8.56� 0.16

Zero Point

U......... �19.68� 0.04 �19.79� 0.04 �20.00� 0.04 �19.87� 0.03

B ......... �19.76� 0.04 �19.86� 0.04 �20.02� 0.04 �19.84� 0.03

R ......... �20.72� 0.04 �20.82� 0.04 �20.99� 0.04 �20.80� 0.03

Scattera

U......... 1.26 (0.78) 1.05 (0.68) 1.19 (0.75) 1.09 (0.53)

B ......... 1.20 (0.79) 1.02 (0.70) 1.11 (0.75) 1.03 (0.53)

R ......... 1.16 (0.81) 1.02 (0.73) 1.07 (0.76) 1.00 (0.53)

Note.—Fit results from weighted inverse, bivariate, and unweighted inverse fitting techniques for
optical RC (WVpmm

) and radio (WH i
) TF calibrations (see Appendix A). The functional form of the

TF relation is Mi
� ¼ zero pointþ slope logðWiÞ � 2:5½ �. Errors given are the formal statistical errors

from a two-step fit (see Appendix A). We require i > 40�. The samples used for the different optical
RC fits vary slightly, in that one galaxy has noU-band data.

a Measured biweight scatter and predicted scatter (in parentheses) frommeasurement errors.
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Fig. 14.—TF relation for the full sample, including all morphologies and
luminosities but restricted to i > 40�. Dashed lines indicate luminosity cuts
used for Spearman rank tests (xx 8.1–8.2; see also x 7.1). The gray line shows
an unweighted inverse fit to all points, and the X-shaped symbol marks a
point automatically rejected by that fit as a greater than 3 � outlier.
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R. Although most nonspiral galaxies, marked with circled
and boxed points in Figure 16, follow the correlation estab-
lished by spiral galaxies quite well (albeit with slightly larger
scatter), three of the six emission-line E/S0 galaxies in the
sample are extreme outliers. These three outliers, labeled by
name in Figure 16, have red colors e1.2 and TF residuals
greater than 1 mag toward high L/low Wi. H i line widths
are available for two of the three S0 outliers; these two gal-
axies are clear outliers from the H i TF relation as well,
although the H i residuals are smaller than the optical RC
residuals.

The large TF residuals for these three S0 galaxies sug-
gest that our observations do not accurately reflect their
disk rotation velocities and/or their underlying luminosi-
ties. In each case the data are likely to be influenced by
central activity, in the form of either an active galactic
nucleus (AGN) or a central starburst. However, the cen-
tral luminosity enhancements are too small to account
for the TF offsets. Inclination errors are also unlikely to
explain the outliers, as all three galaxies show disky mor-
phologies and inclinations of �60�–70�. We suspect kine-
matic effects. NGC 4117 is a Seyfert II and has a
truncated RC that extends to only 0.56re; its stellar rota-
tion curve is peculiar and may indicate gas-stellar decou-
pling. A11332+3536 hosts a central starburst and has a
truncated RC that extends to 0.92re; the gas seems to lie
in an inclined counterrotating disk (Kannappan & Fabri-
cant 2001). A12001+6439 has an unusually bright
nucleus and its RC reaches only 1.31re; the gas displays
velocity reversals. For the latter two galaxies H i masses
are available, from which we calculate rapid gas con-
sumption timescales of �2 Gyr.

The irregular kinematics and starburst/AGN activity
found in these S0 galaxies may result from recent interac-
tions or mergers. As discussed by Barton & van Zee
(2001), interacting galaxies may display radially truncated
emission due to centrally concentrated starbursts, leading
to artificially low velocity widths. Interactions and merg-
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very disky.
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OnlyR-band TF residuals are plotted.
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ers can also generate non-coplanar gas and stellar rota-
tion in early-type galaxies (Kannappan & Fabricant
2001; Haynes et al. 2000), in which case artificially low
gas velocities will be measured because the spectrograph
slit P.A. is aligned to the stellar major axis rather than to
the gas major axis. Deviations from the color–TF resid-
ual correlation provide a convenient and physically moti-
vated way to identify such galaxies and prune them from
a TF sample.

8.2. Physical Sources of Scatter in the Dwarf Extension of
the TF Relation

Figure 17 plots third parameter–TF residual correlations
for the full TF sample, with luminosity cuts extended to
include dwarf galaxies down to Mi

R ¼ �17 (see Table 2).
Adding these dwarfs dilutes the third-parameter correla-
tions for (B�R)e and EW(H�) severely; for R-band TF
residuals they become scatter plots. The only third-parame-
ter correlations that reach 3 � significance in the R band
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Fig. 17.—TF residuals vs. physical properties of the full sample (all morphologies, i > 40�, �17 < Mi
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involve parameters that showed weak or nonexistent corre-
lations for the spiral sample: RC asymmetry, U-band effec-
tive surface brightness, and gas consumption timescale (see
xx 7.2.4–7.2.6).

Because these correlations are highly scattered, they
are more easily understood in terms of bulk differences
in properties for galaxies on either side of the TF rela-
tion, rather than in terms of a linear trend like the
color–TF residual correlation. Figure 18 illustrates these
bulk differences with separate histograms for galaxies on
either side of the TF relation, considering only galaxies
fainter than Mi

R ¼ �19 since these galaxies are the pri-
mary drivers of the new correlations. (Unlike Fig. 17,
Fig. 18 excludes galaxies with truncated RCs, which
might appear on the low-Wi side of the TF relation erro-
neously; however, Fig. 18 applies no lower limit on lumi-
nosity.) In what follows we refer to galaxies fainter than
Mi

R ¼ �19 as ‘‘ dwarfs.’’ Figure 15 shows that the non-
spiral morphologies typical of dwarfs are most common
below Mi

R ¼ �19.

8.2.1. Rotation Curve Asymmetry

Asymmetries in RCs arise from multiple sources includ-
ing turbulence, bars, tidal distortions, early- or late-stage
infall, and satellite accretion. Most of these underlying phe-
nomena are likely to enhance star formation, qualitatively
explaining the sense of the correlation in Figure 17 as well as
its stronger statistical signal in bluer passbands. However,
the scatter and substructure in the correlation suggest that
the RC asymmetry–star formation connection may be com-
plex. On the high-L/low-Wi side of the TF relation, several
dwarf galaxies show RC asymmetries e10% (much higher
than expected from the RC asymmetry–luminosity relation
in Fig. 11). On the other side of the TF relation, RC asym-
metries are generally lower and more uniform (Fig. 18; see
also x 8.3).

8.2.2. U-Band Effective Surface Brightness

If U-band effective surface brightness (lUe ) measures the
surface density of recent star formation in galaxy disks, then
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high lUe (numerically small values) should correlate with
high global star formation activity, consistent with the
observed TF residual–lUe correlation. However, this view
may be too simplistic because galaxies ranging from undis-
turbed spirals to emission-line S0 galaxies with kinemati-
cally decoupled gas all seem to follow the same correlation,
albeit with very large scatter. Given the constancy of the
Spearman test significance for this correlation whether
using U-, B-, or R-band TF residuals (Fig. 17), we suggest
that variations in lUe may track not only star formation but
also structural differences between classes of galaxies
located in different parts of the L-Wi plane, such as differen-
ces in the concentration of light or the velocity width at a
given luminosity. Dwarfs on opposite sides of the TF rela-
tion have different lUe distributions (Fig. 18), analogous to
the different RC asymmetry distributions discussed in the
previous section. While low to moderate surface bright-
nesses occur on both sides of the TF relation, high surface
brightnesses occur only on the high-L/low-Wi side.

8.2.3. Gas Consumption Timescale

Typical gas consumption timescales also appear to differ
for dwarfs on the two sides of the TF relation, although this
result relies on incomplete H i mass data (82% complete for
the galaxies in Fig. 18, with fainter galaxies preferentially
missing). In Figures 17 and 18, only a few galaxies have
low-L/high-Wi (positive) residuals and very short gas con-
sumption timescales. By contrast, short gas consumption
timescales are the norm for galaxies with negative residuals.
Most of the latter set are low-luminosity nonspiral galaxies,
which explains the emergence of a gas consumption time-
scale correlation in the full sample, where there was no cor-
relation in the spiral sample of x 7.

8.3. Is the Dwarf Split Real?

In xx 8.2.1–8.2.3 we showed that if we divide the dwarf
population into two groups with positive and negative off-
sets from the TF relation, the groups have distinct physical
properties (summarized in Fig. 18). AlthoughK-S tests yield
only �3 � confidence that the two populations are distinct
based on any one property, the same split is observed for
three completely independent parameters: RC asymmetry
(based on high-resolution spectra), lUe (based on surface
photometry), and gas consumption timescale (based on cat-
alog H i data and NFGS spectrophotometry). The TF resid-
uals for the two dwarf populations differ by �2 mag in the
mean.

We now consider whether systematic effects might create
such a split. Because the two sets of dwarfs in Figure 18
show similar distributions in inclination and morphology,
correlated inclination errors are unlikely. Truncated optical
RCs are also unlikely to play a role, as Figure 18 excludes
galaxies whose RCs do not reach 1.3re. Furthermore,
replacing optical velocity widths with H i line widths pre-
serves the division. RC asymmetries may affect measured
velocity widths, but the asymmetries we measure are too
small to produce a 2 mag difference between the two groups
of dwarfs (see x 7.3.2).

Correlated distance errors might be a concern. Both
dwarf populations show broad distributions in R.A.-decl.-
redshift space, but as a result of the NFGS selection proce-
dure, the two sets of dwarfs in Figure 18 have systematically
different recession velocities: 500–1300 and 700–1600 km

s�1 for underluminous and overluminous dwarfs, respec-
tively, with over half the underluminous set in the range
500–700 km s�1 (measured with respect to the Local
Group). To test whether peculiar velocities or local flows
may have affected our distance estimates and produced a
spurious bifurcation in luminosities, we have substituted
distances estimated by a number of techniques. These
include (1) Hubble law distances assigned using group reces-
sion velocities rather than individual galaxy recession veloc-
ities (Tully 1988; Tully, Shaya, & Pierce 1992),8 (2) absolute
distances derived from the light-to-mass model of Tully et
al. (1992), and (3) Hubble law distances with and without
corrections for Virgocentric infall (x 4.1) and/or for the
Local Anomaly (Han & Mould 1990). The segregation of
the two dwarf populations is robust under all of these sub-
stitutions, with the caveat that many of the overluminous
(low velocity width) dwarf galaxies lack distances from
methods (1) and (2).

We conclude that the TF offset between the two groups of
NFGS dwarfs is probably real. These results confirm trends
reported for two other heterogeneous TF samples (Stil &
Israel 1998; Pierini 1999). Both studies identify a rotation-
ally supported dwarf population on the faint side of the TF
relation and a population with comparable rotational and
random velocities on the bright side (where we measure high
RC asymmetries).

The physical mechanisms responsible for the disturbed
kinematics and rapid gas consumption of the dwarfs on the
bright side of the TF relation are uncertain, but interactions
are an obvious possibility. Without deep wide-field imaging
we cannot evaluate the frequency of close companions for
the two populations, particularly given the possibility of rel-
atively faint neighbors. Nonetheless, it is intriguing to note
that deep survey work by Taylor et al. (1996) has demon-
strated a statistically higher rate of companions near star-
bursting dwarfs than near LSB dwarfs (see also Pustilnik et
al. 2001). The analogy is suggestive rather than exact, as our
two dwarf populations do not show a definitive split in
EW(H�), although the three most extreme starbursting
dwarfs do fall on the bright side of the TF relation (Fig. 18).

8.4. Dwarfs in UrsaMajor

The three studies that have reported a difference in dwarf
properties on either side of the TF relation are all based on
heterogeneous galaxy samples representing a variety of
environments (this paper; Stil & Israel 1998; Pierini 1999).
Here we investigate dwarf properties and their relationship
to the TF relation for the Ursa Major sample of VS, which
represents a single moderate-density environment. While
the VS data set does not include kinematic asymmetries or
U-band data, we can examine B-band surface brightnesses
and TF offsets. (Although not significant at the 3 � level, lBe
trends basically follow lUe trends with weaker signal.)

As noted in x 5.3 (see also Fig. 6), the UrsaMajor TF rela-
tion appears to diverge from the NFGS TF relation at the
faint end.When we expand the two spiral samples to include
late-type galaxies and dwarfs down to MB ¼ �16:8 (the
Ursa Major sample completeness limit), we find a TF offset

8 This substitution yields one large shift (0.6 mag toward higher luminos-
ity) for a galaxy (UGC 6446) assigned ‘‘ questionable ’’ membership in the
Ursa Major Cluster by Tully et al. (1996). Its projected location lies near
the cluster outskirts, and its velocity approaches the cluster lower limit.
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of �0.5 mag between the NFGS and Ursa Major dwarfs,
with the Ursa Major dwarfs showing higher L/lower Wi.9

For the same NFGS and Ursa Major dwarfs, we also find a
mean effective surface brightness (lBe ) offset of �0.5 mag
arcsec�2, with the Ursa Major dwarfs fainter. These results
do not conform to what we observe in the NFGS, where
overluminous dwarfs have relatively bright lBe values. In
addition, Figure 19 shows that the Ursa Major dwarfs dis-
play a very narrow range in lBe compared to the NFGS, with
a faint median value of 23.7. Herein lies a possible explana-
tion for the discrepancy: if LSB dwarfs are more likely to
have rising RCs at their outermost observed radii, then the
‘‘ true ’’ halo velocities of the UrsaMajor dwarfs may be sys-
tematically underestimated (see Verheijen 2001).

In this case the divergence of the two TF relations may be
due to real physical differences between the two dwarf popu-
lations, and the narrow range of properties seen for the Ursa
Major dwarfs may simply reflect the specific environment of
Ursa Major. The cluster consists of a moderate overdensity
of spiral galaxies that lacks any discernible core, contains no
elliptical galaxies, and includes surprisingly few dwarfs rela-
tive to bright galaxies (Tully et al. 1996; Trentham, Tully, &
Verheijen 2001). Trentham et al. (2001) infer from the scar-
city of dwarf galaxies in Ursa Major that the cluster col-
lapsed late, so that its dwarf halos formed after reionization
when conditions were poor for star formation.

Nonetheless, the environmental differences hypothesis
should be treated with caution because the Ursa Major
dwarfs differ from those in the NFGS at only the 2 � level,
with velocity width data missing for a few dwarfs and with
the cluster membership of another dwarf in question (see
footnote 8; this galaxy happens to appear in both data sets).
Furthermore, we cannot completely eliminate small system-
atic uncertainties in relative distance scale and photometric
calibration between the two data sets; a larger andmore uni-
form data set would be required to definitively establish the
existence of environmental effects.

8.5. Two Dwarf Galaxy Populations and the Slope of the TF
Relation

As noted by Pierini (1999), the existence of two dwarf
populations complicates TF slope measurements. For the
full sample, we find a linear TF slope with no break at low
luminosities (Fig. 20, top left panel). However, different
sample selection criteria may favor one dwarf population
over the other, with consequences for the faint-end slope.

If we consider the TF relation as a physical rather than an
empirical relation, linking luminosity and rotation velocity
for passively evolving disk galaxies, then we should restrict
it to undisturbed rotationally supported systems. Dwarf gal-
axies on the low-L/high-Wi side of the TF relation best meet
this description. These galaxies show moderate RC asym-
metries, indicating that they are probably rotationally sup-
ported. In addition, their long gas consumption timescales
and low U-band effective surface brightnesses appear con-
sistent with quiescent evolution. (We note that photometric
‘‘ normalcy ’’ is not a useful criterion for dwarfs, as almost
all are lumpy and asymmetric, so defining what is ‘‘ pecu-
liar ’’ becomes extremely difficult.)

Figure 20 demonstrates the effect of selecting restricted
TF samples to match the properties of the quiescent dwarfs
at all luminosities. Each panel shows separate TF fits for
galaxies above and below Mi

R ¼ �19, first for the full TF
sample and then for subsamples restricted in turn to have
low kinematic asymmetry, long gas consumption timescale,
and faint U-band effective surface brightness. The faint-end
fits should not be interpreted as precisely measuring the
slope of the dwarf TF relation, given the small number sta-
tistics and short lever arm. Nonetheless, these fits clearly
suggest a faint-end slope discontinuity for TF samples
restricted to undisturbed, rotationally supported galaxies:
the dwarfs in these samples appear underluminous when
compared to the extrapolated bright galaxy TF relation.

Breaks in the faint-end slope of the TF relation have
been previously observed for extremely late type spirals
(Matthews, van Driel, & Gallagher 1998) and LSB dwarfs
(McGaugh et al. 2000). McGaugh et al. (2000) demonstrate
that a straight TF slope (the ‘‘ baryonic Tully-Fisher rela-
tion ’’) can be restored for LSB dwarfs by mathematically
converting their gas into stars and correcting the luminosity
for these unformed stars. This procedure does not work very
well for our faint galaxies, but McGaugh et al. (2000) see
significant effects primarily for galaxies fainter than our cut-
off ofMi

R � �16.

9. CONCLUSIONS

The Nearby Field Galaxy Survey offers an ideal sample
for exploring the link between offsets from the Tully-Fisher
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Fig. 19.—Comparison of B-band effective surface brightnesses for the
NFGS and Ursa Major dwarfs that meet the TF sample criteria described
in x 8.4. To match the Ursa Major sample completeness limit
(MB ¼ �16:8), the figure omits many of the fainter NFGS galaxies
included in x 8.2. We measure lBe for the Ursa Major galaxies directly from
the profiles given in Tully et al. (1996), using the effective radii listed in their
Table 4 and the Dexter Java applet in the ADS (NASA’s Astrophysics Data
System). The measured values are corrected for a small mean offset (0.2
mag arcsec�2) determined by comparing lBe values for six galaxies common
to both the NFGS and Ursa Major databases; without this correction the
dwarf surface brightness offset shown in the figure would be smaller.

9 Three of the VS Sdm and Sm galaxies have obviously discrepant W50

values (NGC 3985, UGC 7089, and NGC 4218), so for these we substitute
W20 � 20 km s�1 (see x 3.3).
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relation and the evolutionary states of galaxies. Galaxies in
the NFGS were selected from the CfA 1 redshift survey
without preference for morphology or environment and
span a wide range of luminosities,�23 < MB < �15. Using
UBR photometry, optical RC data, and H i line widths, we
have analyzed TF residuals for two subsamples of the
NFGS, a sample of Sa–Sd galaxies brighter thanMi

R ¼ �18
and an extended sample including dwarfs and nonspiral
galaxies.

Within the spiral sample, we find strong third-parameter
correlations between TF residuals and both B�R color and
EW(H�). The cleanest correlations are achieved using effec-
tive colors (measured within the effective radius) and global
EWs of H� and [O ii] (integrated over the entire galaxy).
Using the color–TF residual correlation in each TF band to
define a color correction term to the TF relation, we reduce
scatter to a single constant value across the R, B, and U
bands, eliminating the usual trend of increasing scatter with

bluer passbands. The remaining scatter of �0.65 mag (at a
slope of �10) approximately equals the scatter we expect
frommeasurement errors. An EW(H�) correction term per-
forms equally well for the R- and B-band TF relations and
almost as well for theU-band TF relation.

The color and EW(H�) correlations are continuous, but
their statistical signal is strongly driven by two morphology
classes: peculiar galaxies (by which we mean recognizable
spiral galaxies with oddities such as warps, multiple nuclei,
or interacting companions) that fall on the high-luminos-
ity/low velocity width side of the TF relation, and Sa gal-
axies that fall on the low-luminosity/high velocity width
side of the TF relation. This result offers a different perspec-
tive on the long-standing debate over the Sa offset, by link-
ing the offset simply to the fact that Sa galaxies are
consistently red.

Differences in star formation history offer the simplest
explanation for the color–TF residual correlation: as stellar
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Fig. 20.—Effects of sample selection on the faint-end slope of the TF relation. Each panel shows galaxies that meet the selection criterion indicated and have
inclinations i > 40�. Arrows mark galaxies whose RCs are truncated at less than 1.3re; these galaxies may have velocity widths larger than we measure. The
dashed and solid gray lines show the TF relation for galaxies brighter and fainter than Mi

R ¼ �19, respectively; the dashed line determined by the brighter
galaxies extends into the box for reference only.
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populations evolve, changes in their colors and luminosities
are intimately connected. We argue that the steep slope of
the correlation cannot be explained in terms of a trivial cor-
relation due to passband-dependent scatter. Interpreting
TF residuals as luminosity residuals, the slope of the color–
TF residual correlation can be directly compared with the
predictions of population synthesis models of disk galaxy
evolution. The slopes we find usingR- and B-band TF resid-
uals closely match the slopes predicted from the passively
evolving galaxy models of Bell & de Jong (2001). However,
we find a slight suggestion of steeper slopes, which might be
taken as evidence that in addition to passive evolution,
many spiral galaxies experience significant starburst-driven
evolution, e.g., triggered by interactions or minor mergers
(as independently suggested by the disturbed morphology
and kinematics of many of our bluer galaxies). Variations in
dark matter structure could also steepen the correlation if
they were correlated with color, although we find no inde-
pendent evidence for such an effect. Finally, the present data
set cannot conclusively rule out systematic trends caused by
kinematic distortions or inclination errors that correlate
with galaxy color: such trends are unlikely to explain the
entire color–TF residual correlation but may affect its slope.

Removing the spiral morphology restriction, we find that
most nonspiral galaxies brighter thanMi

R ¼ �18 follow the
color–TF residual and EW(H�)–TF residual correlations
established by spiral galaxies, but with greater scatter. A
few emission-line S0 galaxies at the faint end of the included
range deviate strongly from both the TF relation and the
color–TF residual correlation; these galaxies all show star-
burst or AGN activity and anomalous gas kinematics.

Dwarf galaxies fainter than �Mi
R ¼ �18 do not follow

the color–TF residual correlation. However, dwarfs on the
high-luminosity/low velocity width side of the TF relation
have higher RC asymmetries, higher U-band effective sur-
face brightnesses, and shorter gas consumption timescales
than dwarfs on the low-luminosity/high velocity width side
of the TF relation. These properties suggest that many of
the high-L/low-V dwarfs are ‘‘ disturbed,’’ while the low-L/
high-V dwarfs are likely to be passively evolving, rotation-
ally supported systems.

This split in dwarf properties implies that the faint-end
slope of the TF relation depends on sample selection. We
find no break in slope for dwarf galaxies in the full NFGS
sample. However, if we select for rotationally supported,
passively evolving galaxies at all luminosities, we find evi-
dence for a break toward steeper slope at the faint end of the
TF relation, consistent with recent work by Matthews et al.
(1998) andMcGaugh et al. (2000).
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APPENDIX A

TULLY-FISHER FITTING TECHNIQUE

TF samples are generally incomplete at low luminosities
and low surface brightnesses, resulting in asymmetric scat-
ter about the fundamental relation. In a fit to magnitude as
a function of log v (the ‘‘ forward ’’ TF relation), this asym-
metric scatter leads to artificially shallow slopes. Extended
luminosity coverage, as in the NFGS, helps to alleviate the
problem, but asymmetric faint-end scatter can still bias
results.

Willick (1994) describes one way to address TF slope bias,
using an iterative analysis. His technique assumes that the
‘‘missing ’’ galaxies have the same intrinsic TF slope and
scatter as the observed galaxies. However, if either the scat-
ter or the slope increases at low luminosity, the bias-
corrected slope is still too shallow.

Alternatively, one can fit the ‘‘ inverse ’’ relation (mini-
mizing the scatter in velocity width as a function of magni-
tude) without any bias correction, assuming that velocity
width biases are negligible (see Tully & Pierce 2000;
Schechter 1980). This approach seems appropriate for our
sample because (1) optical RC data (unlike radio data) are
not subject to a velocity width detection bias and (2) the
NFGS makes no explicit diameter cut that might introduce
an indirect velocity width bias through a correlation of rota-
tion speed with surface brightness. However, intrinsic sur-
face brightness and color bias in the parent survey may still
play a role.

Tables 1 and 2 present our basic TF calibrations using
three different techniques: error-weighted inverse fits,
bivariate fits with regression in both magnitude and velocity
width errors, and unweighted inverse fits, our preferred
technique. Error-weighted inverse fits avoid the usual TF
slope bias, but they favor galaxies with higher luminosity
and larger velocity width, which have smaller errors. Bivari-
ate fits use all the available information but at the expense
of introducing some slope bias (see Sakai et al. 2000). Note
that the systematic differences between these fitting techni-
ques often exceed the formal errors (Tables 1 and 2).

We compute unweighted inverse fits in two steps. First we
find the 68% confidence interval for the slope, where for
each test value of the slope we allow the intercept to assume
the value that minimizes deviations for that slope. Once we
have the best-fit slope, we fit for the intercept with the slope
fixed. Although the results are the same as those of a one-
step two-parameter fit, the errors are different. This type of
fit is appropriate for comparing the slopes of different sam-
ples irrespective of zero point, or conversely for comparing
their zero points at fixed slope.
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All fits are subject to one round of 3 � rejection. Such
rejection reduces measured scatter in a Gaussian distribu-
tion by �2%, which we correct for in �3 � rej. Using the same
slope and zero point, we also compute the full scatter �all pts,
the biweight scatter (Beers, Flynn, & Gebhardt 1990), and
the predicted scatter from observational errors �pred. The
biweight statistic provides the most robust measure of
observed scatter, generally agreeing closely with �3 � rej.

APPENDIX B

VELOCITY WIDTH DEFINITIONS AND
OPTICAL-TO-RADIO CONVERSIONS

Below we present three different optical velocity width
definitions, Vmax, Vfit, and Vpmm, and place them on an
equivalent W50 scale. Our optical-to-radio conversions are
expected to differ from those of Courteau (1997), not just
because of differences in sample selection, but also because

Courteau’s conversions are calibrated using turbulence-cor-
rected H i line widths (taken from Giovanelli et al. 1997b).
In our case, the conversions are calibrated using uncor-
rected H i line widths.

B1. Vmax

We defineVmax as the single largest velocity in the RC, rel-
ative to the origin defined by minimizing the RC asymmetry
(Appendix C). Because this number does not make use of
the full information in the RC, we expect it to be somewhat
unreliable. Nonetheless, it correlates surprisingly well with
the radio line widthW50 (Fig. 21), even when the optical RC
does not extend as far as 1.3re (the peak velocity position for
an exponential disk with effective radius re; Freeman 1970).
An iterative least-squares fit with automatic 3.5 � outlier
rejection yields

W50 ¼ 19 �6ð Þ þ 0:90 �0:03ð Þ 2Vmaxð Þ ; ðB1Þ

with scatter 25 km s�1.
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Fig. 21.—W50 vs. Vmax, Vfit, and Vpmm for the 96 galaxies with both optical RC and H iW50 velocity widths. Boxes indicate points for which the optical RC
does not extend to 1.3re; remarkably, these points show no strong deviation from the general correlation. Lines indicate least-squares fits to the data with auto-
matically rejected points (>3.5 �) marked by an X-shaped symbol. All three X-shaped symbols represent galaxies currently interacting with another galaxy:
NGC 4795, NGC 7752, and NGC 2799. The open circles mark galaxies with potentially large P.A. misalignment in the optical RC data (x 3.2); these are also
excluded from the fit. The zero-point offset indicates the nonzero contribution of turbulence to the H i profiles even at zero rotation velocity.
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B2. Vfit

Following Courteau (1997), we define Vfit by first fitting
the empirical function

v ¼ v0 þ vc
ð1þ xÞ�

ð1þ x�Þ1=�
ðB2Þ

to the observed RC, with the origin unconstrained, and then
interpolating to find the velocity at a specific radius. Here
x ¼ rt=ðr� r0Þ, ðr0; v0Þ defines the origin, vc gives the veloc-
ity scale, rt is related to the turnover radius, and � and � are
free parameters governing the shape of the RC. We modify
Courteau’s technique slightly, in that we interpolate the
velocity Vfit at 1.3re, rather than at 2.2 disk scale lengths rd,
because 1.3re remains well defined even for nondisk galaxies
and does not require bulge+disk decomposition. Theoreti-
cally the two radii are equivalent, in that both represent the
peak velocity position for a pure exponential disk (Freeman
1970). For disk-dominated galaxies in the NFGS, 1.3re and
2.2rd also match well observationally. (Disk scale lengths
are courtesy of R. A. Jansen 1999, private communication;
both disk scale lengths and re values are from the B-band
images of Jansen et al. 2000a.)

As shown in Figure 4, our modified Courteau technique
performs well for bright spiral galaxies comparable to those
in Courteau’s sample, but less regular RCs are poorly mod-
eled. Figure 21 displays the correlation of Vfit with the radio
line width W50, demonstrating reasonable agreement,
although some points are simply missing because the fit
would not converge. An iterative least-squares fit with auto-
matic 3.5 � outlier rejection yields

W50 ¼ 45 �5ð Þ þ 0:90 �0:03ð Þ 2Vfitð Þ : ðB3Þ

We define the equivalent W50 line width WVfit
by this equa-

tion and assign it an error equal to the scatter in the fit,
25 km s�1.

B3. Vpmm

Following Raychaudhury et al. (1997), we define Vpmm as
half the difference between the statistical ‘‘ probable maxi-
mum ’’ and ‘‘ probable minimum ’’ velocities implied by the
observed RC. The probable maximum velocity vpmax is
defined to have a 10% chance of exceeding all velocities in
the RC: Y

i

P vpmax > vi
� �

¼ 0:1 : ðB4Þ

Modeling each velocity vi as a Gaussian distribution about
the measured value, with � equal to the measurement error,
we obtain

Y
i

1

2
þ 1

2
erf

vpmax � viffiffiffi
2

p
�i

� �
¼ 0:1 ; ðB5Þ

which may be solved numerically for vpmax. The probable

minimum velocity vpmin is defined by analogy, and
2Vpmm ¼ vpmax � vpmin.

Courteau (1997) suggests that Vpmm will be very sensitive
to outlying points in the RC, while Raychaudhury et al.
(1997) claim the opposite. The difference seems to hinge on
the size of the error bars associated with the outliers: if a
high-S/N cosmic-ray hit masquerades as a very high veloc-
ity data point, it may indeed throw off Vpmm, but outlying
points with large error bars will have relatively little impact.
In practice, Vpmm produces smaller scatter than Vfit in the
optical–to–H i conversion. More importantly, as Ray-
chaudhury et al. (1997) point out, Vpmm has the virtue of
using all of the data in the RC without imposing any partic-
ular model on the data. The diversity of the NFGS defies
modeling through a simple fitting function (see Fig. 4).

Figure 21 shows the correlation of Vpmm with radio line
width W50. An iterative least-squares fit with automatic
3.5 � outlier rejection yields

W50 ¼ 33 �5ð Þ þ 0:92 �0:02ð Þ 2Vpmm

� �
: ðB6Þ

We define the equivalentW50 line widthWVpmm
by this equa-

tion and assign it an error equal to the scatter in the fit,
20 km s�1.

APPENDIX C

ROTATION CURVE ASYMMETRY
MEASUREMENTS

We compute optical RC asymmetries using a technique
similar to the photometric technique of Abraham et al.
(1996). Reflecting the rest-frame RC about its origin, we
find the average absolute deviation between the two sides,
v� vreflectedj jh i, and express the result as a percentage of the

velocity width 2Vpmm (x B3). Our asymmetry, velocity
width, and central redshift measurements are not com-
pletely independent of one another, therefore in practice we
perform these calculations iteratively.

Asymmetry measurements depend sensitively on the
choice of origin for the spatial and velocity axes. We there-
fore vary the position of the origin to minimize the asymme-
try, keeping the spatial coordinate constrained within the 1
� error bars of the continuum peak position, while allowing
the velocity coordinate to vary freely. At each step in the
minimization process we resample the RC onto a uniform
spatial grid about the trial origin.

To partially standardize our asymmetry index for RCs of
differing spatial extent, we define an inner asymmetry using
only points within 1.3re (the peak velocity position for a
pure exponential disk; x B2). When the RC does not extend
this far, we compute the inner asymmetry from the data
available. The RC origin is determined by minimizing the
inner asymmetry. All other analysis makes use of the total
asymmetry, which we compute relative to the origin defined
byminimizing the inner asymmetry.
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